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ABSTRAcr
This study was concerned with the identification and cxamlmulcn of two
out-of-school v<lriilhlt!s. self-concept and home environment. that relate 10
academic achievement. a topic of muchdebate in the province of Newfoundland.
Self-concept was considered to be multifaceted and hierarchical for the
purpose of this study, and was measured by the Self-Description Qucstionnaire
(SDO). The home environment WlI S considered in terms of the educational
environment that exists there, and was measured by an interview schedule
modified from that first presented by Dave (1963). Academic achievement was
determined by the standardized scores derived from end-of-year teacher-m••de
tests in language crts and mathematics.
A total of 44 grade V students who attend ed an elementary school in St
John's during the 1986·87 school year were involved in the study. The
corresponding teacher and parent(s) also completed the SOO. They were
instructed to complete this questionnaire as if they were the child in question.
Parent(s) were also interviewed to provide informadon about the educational
environment that existed in the home.
A total of seven hypotheses and six questions were examined in this study.
Siltof the hypotheses were supported by the findings presented .
The Index of Educational Environment (I.E.E.), which was defincd as a
measure of the educa tional environment that exists in the home, was correlated
with academic achievement, explaining anywhere from 50 to 57 percent of the
varlance. Dave's (1963) study suggested that approximately 64 per cent of the
variance in acade mic achievement could he explained by the educational
environment in the home. COrrelations between academic achievement and the
I.E.E. were found to be lower than those between academic achievement and each
of Social Class. combined parent's occupation, and combined parent's education.
This finding, Apposite to that hypothesized, indicates that sociological status
characteristics were more impo rt ant in d etermining st udents' academic
achievement than was I.E.E. Using multiple regression analysis, the second
hypothesis was accepted as the results showed that academic achlev-ment would
be predicted 10 a greater extent when I.E£. was combined with sociological
status characteristics. The third hypothesis was also supported and clearly
showed that students' total academic achievement correlated significantly higher
with students' academ ic self-concept than with nonacademic self-concept.
Hypothesis fOUT was only partially supported since the correlation of nonacademic
self-concept with achievement was raised significantly when I.E£. was added.
however, addition of the l .E.E. did not significantly increase the already high
correlation between academ ic self-concept and achieve ment. Correlations
calculated between achievement in language art s and mathematics and sdf-
concepts in these subjects supported Hypothesis five as the correlations, for both
boys and girls. were significantly greater than zero at the 0.01 level The
testing of Hypotheses six and seven, which received only part ial support,
demonstrated that teachers and parents were able to infer quite well with the
se1!«JnceplS of students in language arts. in mathematics, and in all school
subjects. However, they were less able to predict students' sell-concepts in
nonacademic areas which suggested that self-concept is derived from objective
reality. Thus.self-concept is the result rather than ihe cause of achievement.
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CIi AIPm R l
INTRODU CnON
Stalement of the Problem
Much of the criticism surrounding education in the pflw inl'l' nr Newfuumllnnd
has centered around the inab ility or sctrools til Iltuviu..' !>Iudenls with Ihe skills
deemed necessary fur ei ther rcmunerunvc cmllllJyml.'nt u r pnst. scnllld:lry
educ atio n. A larg e percentage of student.' leav e school IX'fore gradmuion, some
ohtaining only mini mal skills befor e they dwp 11U\' For lhnse stmlents .....hu do
not drop (lui, overall ac hie veme nt (:tt lc;l~t ,tt the ckment;I IY level using
standardized test s) is said 10 he low whe n l'nmpM eti to C :lI l;ld;1 liS .1 wl",[c
(Faga n, 1985), In general. mllsl l'riti c,\ tlf ihc Newfoundlaml sdmnl syMclII
ske tch the view that a large pe rcen tage o f slUdcn t ~ unucI ;ll'h ic\'c, l'llllll",rcJ In
the ir Cana dian cou nte rpart s.
The moM rece nt cri ticism nf the ed ul';llinnal sysle m in NlOW(..ursdlaml l'IJnws
from the Royal Comm ission on Enlp[O)'menl and Uncm[lloymcn l ( I'IM ), One nf
the backgro und studies for this Cllmmissinn focused (In Cllul'lll inn and W;I ~ tit !r:d
Education for Se lf·B eHancc (l')~fJ )
"Nl,:wfoundlantl's poor eduJ,;;lT:o nar att.rinm c nt k vds rCnetl in p"t1 the {;lihu(' ul
the schoo l system to entice ~lIl1knb In stay in ll'hun l" hI. I,J j '111is Mllh,"llltnl
is supported hy da ta p rc ~.cnletl regard ing The nu e nf griluu,lti" n .11111 the leve! nl
educntkm ol the popula lion
~iQD..1j2Udf:.B.di.ID\1; preSl:nh 1'1115 oat" /K' inTing nlll tll"l ,l ll I'C I re nt
or Ihl.' la!lour rorce hao rC ~_\ t han I:l'ilde nine cc!uGtrion '11Ii\ r<tOll' a r(' \ III the
Canad ian lIV1:ugc (,f IfI !Kr cern {p 411l_ '!ll (' ( 'o lmni" j" n l" h...llrtl lhi \ pOllin o
of the pop ulation func tionally illiterat e.
The 5CCOfId measure used by the Royal Comm iMion to de mon..tr e te the low
levels of ed ucation obl:ained by Newfoundland students was the dr opo ut ra re.
Th ey present two se ts of data. The~ Study ( 1984, p. 5) put th e
dropout ra te at )) pet eent for the cohort born in 1963 (4) per cen t. if stude nts
who left with an incomple te gra de eleven or who transf err ed to anot he r
education~ agency a rc included). Th e Commissio n cites also comparable da ta
fro m the p rovincial Depar tmen t o f Educa t ion indicating th a t the number of
students gra du ating from gra de twe lve in 1985 was S4 per cent of th e numbe r
starting gra de one in 1973 ( Educa tion (or Self· Re liance 1986, p. 64). Eve n
tho ugh these dropo u t rates a re still relatively large (r elative to ot her Ca nadian
Provinces), they have shown a favora ble and somewha t modest improvement o ver
previous years. The retention lite, however , seems ~.... have lev eUed orr over th e
past few years. O n a somew hat mo re positive note, there is a declin e in the per
cent of the pop ulat ion termed fUndiona lly illite ra te. H owever, the Roya l
Commission points o ut Ihat the rate of imp rovemen t is only the sam e as Canada
as a whole. In o ther words, "the gap between Newfoundland and the rest of
Cana da has re mained conslant" (Education for $e1f.R ,;!jaors- 1986, p . 48).
The implicatio ns for such under a chievem e nt are far reach ing. At the macro
level, poor educat io n levels a re sa id 10 h inder economic developme nt (p. 44 ),
while al the micro level, specifICally at the school board level, as long as
students decid e to leave school early, schoo l boa rds will beco me increasingly
herd-pressed for flJlanci al suppo rt .
While th is is no t I study on dropouts, much ca n be learn ed from those wh o
have dropped out Invaria bly, stud ies on d ropouts have iden lified the majo r
reason foc d ropp ing o u t as acad em ic failu re.
Bloom (1916) points out that the ability to learn a given task depends upon
th e success in learn ing the previous, related task . He gives overwhelm ing
ev idence that achievement, particu larly in the early years, gives one the
prerequis ite skills, along with the accompany ing mo tivation, to master subseq uent
lea rning.
Educators must keep a careful eye on the ach ievement of all their stud ents.
Failu re and underachievement should serve as indica to rs and prompt educators to
look for th e source of the proble m. This study will examine two factors that
may help educators explain why some students unde rachieve. More specifically,
this study is an attempt to examine the e ffects o f the home environment and
self-concept upon achievement. Although these variables have explained a large
pr oportion of the variance in achievement in the p ast, there is no school bo ard
in this province th at :;YSlem~t ically examines the h o me environment of students.
Fu rthermore, as far as the researcher is aware, only one school board in
Newfoundland has utilized previous stud ies regar ding self-concep t and have
imp lemented sez-ccnceptenhancingclasses in som e ofits schools.
Purposeof the SIUCIy
Most of the lit erature on self-concept an d acade mic achievement attempts to
defin e tbc relation between the two variables. H a nsford and Hatti e (1982, p.
138) in a meta-an alysis studying the rel ationship between self-concept and
achievement have demonstrat ed rath er dive rse find ings and found correla tions
ra nging between -0.77 and 0.96. The typica l value was in the area of 0.20 10
0.26. The amount of variance in common between self-concept an d academic
achievement wasbetween 0.04and 0.07.
Recent research er s bel ieve that there are other variables that could
strengthen the relatio n between self-concept and achievement. Shavelscn and
Bolus (1982) and Marj oribanks (1919) claim th at environmental variables would
strengthen the relati on between self-concept and achievement . Th is will be
tested inHypothesis Four.
The environmenta l variables used in this study are those relating 10 the
home. as pro posed by Dave (1963). In this study, th e home environment was
see n as b ein g composed of the family structure, socio logica l sta tus
characteristics. and th e educationa l environment in the home. Dave viewed the
latter as ~ing th e most im portant of Ihe three.
While the kypothese . pres ented later will de fine m ore specifically the exact
relationships Ihis study explores, the p urpose is to examine the relat ions tha t
exist a mong se lf-concept, the educational environme nt in the home, and academic
achievement. The wo rk by Dave, as mentio ned in the preced ing paragraph,
provides the conceptual framework for the educationa l environment of the home,
while previous work co nducted by Mars h (1984), Shavelson and Bolus (1982), and
others, is used to develop the conceptual fram ework for self-concept.
Assumptions
Th e main assu mptions ofthis investigation are the following:
The educational environment in the home is one compone nt of
the total environment.
3.
The home is a m ajor influence on the development o f the child.
The child inte racts with the education al environme nt in the
home.
4. self-concept is multidimensional in nature.
5. The dimensions of self-concept are hierarchically arran ged.
Teachers know their students, an d pare nts know their children
well enough to rate th eir self-con cept usin g the Self-
Descripti on Questi onnaire.
Delimitalions
The main delimit ations of this study are as follows:
It dealt with only grade five stude nts,
Allpupils attended a Roman Catholic School.
3. Allstudents attended the same school.
4. Informat ion on Language Arts a nd Mathematics was ob tained fro m the
students' final mark (i.e., the Jun e ma rk) in each subject, no t from
standardized tests.
Limita t ions
There exists the possibility of ra t ing bias by the students, teachers, and
par ents in completing the Self-Desaipt ion Ouestionnalre as there is a
natural tend ency to complete the items of the questionna ire using very
lowscores or very highscores,
2. This st udy is limited in that parents may have had difficulty in
answering someof the personal ques t ions in the intervie w schedu le.
OpcrationallNfinition ofTenns
To tal NonacademjcSelf-Co ncept
Total nonacad em ic se lf-concept is defined nume rlcelly by the sum of the four
scores for self-concept in (a) physical ab ilities/ sport s, (b) physical appea rance,
(c) relationship with peers, and (d) relation)hip with parents. There are eight
queslions on the Sclf.[>escription Questionnaire (Appendix E) 10 represent each
of the four dimensions of tolal nonacadem ic self-concept. Sioce Cloth question is
rated on I frYe-point scale (see Chapter 3), each of the four dimensions can
range from 8 to 40. and total nonacade mic self-concept from a low of 32 to •
higttof l60.
Pbysig lAb jlilie /s oon s
Students rate their ability and enjoyment of physical aetivil}', sports, and
games. Self-concept in th is area is obtai ned from the sum of the responses to
questions 3, 10, 21, 28, 35, 42, 48, and 55 in the Self·Description Que)tionnaire
(sec AppendixE).
Phnjcal Appearance
Students rare their own attradiveness, how their appearance compares with
others, and how they think they look. A single score foc physical appeara nce is
obtained from the sum of the responses to question s 1, 8, 14, 20, 33, 40. 46, and
53 in the Sclf-Desc:riptionQuestionnaire.
Relatjonshiow jth FeeD
Students rate how easy they make friends, their pop ularity, and whether
others want them as a friend. Self-concept in th is area is obtained from a sum
of the responses to questions 7, J3, 19, 26, 32, 39, 52, and S9 in the Self·
Description Questionnair e.
Belilt;onsbjnwith Parents
Students rate how well they gel along with their parents, whether parents
are easy to talk to, and whether they like the ir parents . A single score for
sell-concept in this nonacademic area is obtained from the sum of the responses
loquestions5, 17, 24,30, 37,44,50, and 57.
Iota! Academic Sdf.Co ncep!
Tota l academic self-concept is defined as the score of the three scores for
self-concept in (a) language arts , (b) mathematics, a nd (c) school subjects.
There are ten questions on the Self-Description Questionnaire (Appendix E) to
represent each of the three dimensions of tota l academic self-concept. Since
each question is ra ted on a five-point scale (see Chapter 3), each of the three
dimensions can range from 10 to 50, and total academ ic self-concept from a low
oBO to a highof 150.
~
Students ra te their ability and enjoyment/inlerest in language arts as
represented by qu estions 4, It , 16, 23, 29, 36, 43, 49, 56, and 61 in the Selr-
Desa iption Questio nnaire.
~
Students rate their ability and their enjoyment/inlerest in mathematics. A
single score for self-concept in mathematics is obtained by the sum of the
responses 10 questio ns 6, 12, IB, 25, 31, 38, 45, 51, 58. and 62 in the Self~
IJescr1ltionQuestionnaire.
Stlldents ra e their ability and enjoyment/interest in aU school subjects in
grade V. A s., g1e indicator for this broader dime nsion o f academic self-concept
is obtained by the $Um o f the responses for quest ions 2, 9, 15, 2 1, 27, 34, 041,
47, 54and 60 inme Self·Descr ip«ionQuestionnaire.
! otal Sd f..concent
Total self-c:onccp t is th e sum of the responses given for total nonacademic
and academicself<oncepl. Th is numericalvalue canrange from62 10310.
Home Bnvironment
Home environment is regarded as a subset of the total o r global environment
to whiiJ a child is exposed. Thc three d im ensions of _he home environme nt, as
defmed by Ih¥e (1 963), arc family structure. soc io lop:al status characteristics,
and thecducat ioftJ.l environment inthe home.
Eduglima l EnviPnmen! in the Home
Ecb:ational environment in the home is regarded as a specifIC componen t of
the total home environmcr.t . It is composed of ill specifIC subset of cond itions
and~ (sec Table 1) thai are rela ted 10 the educat ional achieveme nt of
the child, ou t of th e lolal set of conditio ns and processes that const itute Ihe
hom e environment(Dave. 1963, p. 16).
Index o(Ech'9tjonal Environment (I.E.E.)
Indel of EdUCItional Environment is a single indicator of the educational
environment in the home. Responses 10 the questions to mea sure the educational
environment in the home are rated according to a nine .point sca le (see Appendix
0 ). The sum of these nine-poin t ratings coesti nne the Index of Educat ional
Environment which can nn ge from 11 10 99.
This is defined by th e birth orde r of 8 child in his or her family and the
number of brothen Ind/ or sisters living at home. Thi s data is ohta ined from
questions 2(b) and 4 in the Inf ormation Blank (Appendix F).
SociploCical SIMus QaracteriSfics
Sociolo gical status characte ristics include the following vari ables: father's
occupation, mother 's occupati on, father 's ed ucation, mothe r's education, source of
income, house type, and dwelling area . These seven status characteristics are
divided into three stalus measures: (a) Indell of social cia", (I.S.C ), (b)
combined rating of parents' occupation, and (c) combined rating of parents'
education. A numcrical va lue was assigned 10 each of the status measures by
rat ins: the: responses (see Appendices G and H) given 10 quest ions 5, 6 • and 7
on the Infor mation Blank.(Appen dix F).
Acad emjcAchievement in Matb emi!lig
Academ ic Achtevemenl in mathematics is de rived from end-of-year teacher-
made tests . While it is not the policy of the St. John 's Roman Catholic School
Board to release Itudents' numerical grades in these tests, the researche r was
pr ovided with st!Jdenlll' letter grades while protect ing the identilY of the
students, LisllIcon,aining students'l eu er grades did not contain names.
10
For each of the three grade V classes, letter gr ades in mathematics were
provided. Each letter grade correspond ed to a range of values as defined by the
co-ope raling school Th e letter grade 'A" c orresponded to a numerical val ue
between 90 and 100. Sim ilarly, the lett er grades of B+ . B, C. ait~ D r a nged fro m
80 to 89, 70 to 19, 60 to 69 , and 50 10 59 respectively. A'P represented
numerical scores below 50, Th e sta ndard dev iation an d mea n for each of the
three grade V classes was ca lculated by assigning a numeri cal value 10 each
lener grade. The resear cher used 95, 85, 75, 65, 55, a nd 45 to represe nt A, B +,
B, C. 0 , and F respectively. The researcher obtained a s tudent's marks by
asking the pare nts if he could see th e child's report card a t the tim e of the
interview, These forty-four mark s were then s tandard ized (10 have a mean o f 0
and a standard deviation of 1.0 ) by using th e mean and sta ndard devia tion of
eachch iJd'sparticular class .
Academic Achievement in Lang uage Arts
In Ihe same manne r in which standardized scores were obtained in
mathemat ics, aca demic achievement in language arts was derived from end-o f-
year teacher mad e tests that were sta ndardize d 10 ha ve a mean of 0 and a
standard deviation of 1.0.
I ol al Academi c;Achievement
Academic achi evement in mathemati cs is add ed to academ ic achievement in
language arts to const itute eachstudent's tot al academ ic achie vement.
II
Research HypothesesandQuestions
Re~earch HynQtheses
Based upon the information relating to self-concept and the home
envircrenenr in Chapter 2, several hypotheses were tested.
Students' scores on the Index of Edocational Environment will be more
highly related to their acade mic achievement than will their sociological
status characterisrcs.
2 Student s' aca demic achievement can be predicted to a greater extent
when the Index of Educational Environment is combined wilh their
sociological stat us characteristics.
3. Students' total academic achievement win be more highly correlated
with their academic self-concept than with their nonacademic self-
concept.
4. Students' total academic achievement will be predicted to a greate r
extent when their self-concept is combined with their Index of
Educational Environment.
S. Students' self-concept in a specific subject will be positively correlated
with the ir achievement in that part icular subject.
6. There will be positive student-teacher agreemen t on all the self-
concept dimensions.
7. There will be positive student·parent agreement on all the self-concept
dimensions.
Research QucstjODS
In addition to tes ting the hypoihcscs, this study att empts to find answers to
tllefollowingqucst ions.
12
How arc the rat in gs on the environmental process variables related to
specific-subjectachievement in mathematicsand language arts?
2. How are the rati ngs on the environmental process variables related to
students'academicand nonacademicself-concept?
Is there any relatio nship between the family structu re variables of birth
order and number ()f brothers and sisters living at home, and the Index
of Educational Enviro nment and academic achievement?
4. Is there any relat ion ship be tween the family structu re variables of bir th
order and number of brothe rs and sisters living at home, and academic
and nonacademicself-concept?
Organizationof the Thesis
This lnucductcry chapter has provided the background 10 the study by
Slat ing the problem. and the general purpose of this project. In addi tion, the
assumptions used and the limi tations of the study were sta ted along with the
defmi tion of terms. Finally, the research hypotheses and ques tions gave specif)C
direct ions of the study. In Ch apter 2, the review of the relat ed literature forms
the basis of the conceptual fram ework for self-concept and the home
environment. Also, in Chapt er 2 is a model relating the vari ables 10 be used in
lhisstudy.
Chapter 3 gives delan to the instruments used, how and fr om whom the data
were collected, and how they were a nalyzed. The actual ana lysis of the data is
carr ied out in the fourth chap ter while Chapter 5 provides II summary, slates the
conclusions, and provides recomm endation s based upon the results.
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CH A PlE R2
REVlEWOF RElATED LITERATURE
Literature perta ining 10 self-concept and home environment was reviewed for
this studyand ispresentedin the following manner.
Sell-concept is first disc ussed by present ing the historical developments that
have led to the proposed co nceptua l framework for self-concept. Self-concept is
then discussed in terms of academic achievement, and finally, the proposed
hypotheses relating 10 seU-co ncept are prese nted along wit h previo us research
and findings.
Home environment is discussed in a somewhat similar fashion. Dave's theory
and its antecedents are discussed, Th en the research findin gs justifying the use
of th e related hypotheses are prese nted.
Se lf Concept
Hiatnrica! pevelpnmeOlS ' &jld jnr !o the Prnpo~
Conceptual Emmewprk
One of the oldest areas of research in the soc ial scie nces is undouhtedly
that of the study of seit-con cepr Work in this a rea dates kick as far as the
lale 19th cen tury. Early ph ilosophers and psychologists o f this era, Pie rce
(1868), James (1890), and Bal dwin (1897), viewed self-concep t from the 'Symbolic
Jnter actionlsm" point of view in the ir emphas is on the self as a product aml
reDecrion of social life. Like any concept with it long his tury. how ever, lid f·
concept is apl 10 cha nge, and today it is seen as a mulri fuceted, hierarchical
structure. Th is view is held by Shavclson, Jluhner, and Sla nton (197(,). M;m h
(1984). Shave lson and Bolus (1 9fl2). a nd others. Self-concept has bee n describe d
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from many points of view, Despite, however , the d iversity o f past approaches,
the main strain in all those works on self-concept is its recogn ition as a valued
As slated in the foregoing, the first theory to expla in self-concept is
symbo lic interact ionism. If o ne were asked how he knows he possesses cer ta in
traits. a typical answer, from this standpoint. would be that he learned about
them from other people. The analogy \0 th is theory is the "looking glass se1r
as proposed by Cooley (1902), gene rally cited as th e first inter actionist. One's
self-concept is a refl ection of one 's perceptions about how one appears to
others. The self is seen as being inseparable from social lif e and necessarily
involves some reference 10 oth ers. This process of social re ference results in
she lookingglassself
A self idea of this sort seems to have three p rin cipa.l e lements ; the
imagination of our appea rance to the othe r person, the imagina t ion of
his judgement of that appearance, and some sort of self-feeling, su ch as
pride or mortificati on. (Cooley, 1902, p. 152)
Our concepts of self, originati ng from ea rly chiJdhood, develop from seeing
how others respond to us. C ooley ( 1902) states , 'In the presence of one whom
we feel to be of impo rtance , there is a tendency to enter in to and adopt, by
sympathy, his j udgement of ourse lf" (p. 133) .
The major theorist of symboli c inte ractionism was M ead (193 4). He expande d
on the viewheld byCoo ley of the self as a p roduct of social interaction.
Th e individual experiences himself as such, not direct ly, but only
indirectly, from th e part icu lar sta ndpoints of ot he r individ uals of the
same social group, or from the gen eralized standpoi nt of th e social group
as a whole to which he belongs . (p. 175)
Mead's looking glass sel f is reflect ive nol only of sign ificant oth ers,
Coo ley indicated, but of a ge neralized other, that is, one's wh ole soc iocultural
enviro nment. Kinch (1963) sum marized an d sys tematized the symbol ic
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inte ractionist theory by noting th a t it involves an inte rrelat ion of four
components: our se lf-concept, our per ceptions of othe rs' auirudes and responses
to us, the aetua! aultudes and res po nses o f others to us, and ou r behav .o er.
The looking glass concept, a l be ing a reflection o f significant ethers, focuses
on the proposition that an individual's self-perceptions are highly congru ent with
the way that individual sees himself or herself as being pe rceived by others .
Many studies have bee n cond ucted to find ev idence (or this a nd, overa ll, have
shown modes t 10 strong correl ations between ind ividuals' perceptions of
themselves and the way others perceive them. Miyamoto and Dornbu sch (1956)
using personality trai ts as the assessment dimension, a nd peers and generalized
othe rs as significant others, fo und sup porting re sults for the congruenc e betwee n
self and perceived o thers' ev a luations . Qua ranlelli and Cooper ( 1%6), and
Reeder, Donahue, and Biblurz ( 1960)co nducted studieswith similar results.
In addition to assumi ng agreeme nt between sell-evaluation an d the perceived
evaluations of significant others , Mead proposed tbat self-conce pt is reflective of
the pell:eived evaluat ion of a generaliz ed othe r. Ther e are relativ ely few studies
that have examined this aspect of symbolic lnrerac t jonism. Miyamoto and
Dornb usch ( 1956), Qu ara ntelli and Cooper (1966) , and Reeder e t al. (1 9(,0), did,
however, show evidence that individuals' self-percept ions are similar to the ir
perceptions of how they are viewed by others in general. The evldence, though ,
on whether sell-per ceptions a re mor e ur o ngly relat ed t o the perceived
impressions of specific others, o r to th e perceived imprc.,~io n s of the generalize d
other , lscontradlctory.
Th e tssue of accuracy in pe rceiving others' opinion!'; has also heen examined.
This has bee n don e by c o nsider ing the rcl,llilln:;hip betw een individuals '
perceptions of others' y il'W of th em an d olhers' sell/ill views, S tudies performed
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by Au.subeJ (1955), Fey ( 1950), and Kelman and Pa rloff ( 19S7) have demon st rated
no associatKln between these two areas, Most of the studies thai did ~
congruence invofved judgme nts of highly valuative clIaracter istics such as liking
by the other person. Hence, these studies show nOlhing more, Icrording to
Taguir er aL (1953), than thai people seem 10 be bet ter able 10 pred id: who liiu
thembest as opposed10 who likes them least.
Much of the literature discussed thus far views one's self-concept JS being
highly correlat ed with the self-perc eption by significant othe rs, which is one's
view of the perceptio n significant others hold for tha t ind ividual. The symbolic
interactionist perspective argues tha i the pe rceived perceptions of others causally
determine one's own self-concept. Marsh, Smith, and Barnes (1983, p. 334)
a rgue that self-report s and reports by ethers are ph enomenologica Uy distinct and
agree only when the observer knows the pe non well, observes a wide range of
behaviours. is able to make skilful percept ions. and uses the same frame of
reference informing judgments as the person being observed
Despite Ihe controversy that exists in the literature surrounding ' signifJcant
others-, many theor ists, through the refinement of the symbolic interaetionism
theory, have relied heavily upon it in explaining ~-concepL More particularly,
Brookover et II. ( 1967) reviewed the related literature from 1%2 to 1%7 in an
attempt to define self-concept as it relates to achievement in schools. In other
words, Brookover and hi. associates were interested in one 5UCh beh aviour, the
learning behaviour in the classroom situation, which is one component of the
hierarchical structure of sell-concept as proposed by Shavelson, Hubner, and
Stanton (1976). In his thesis entitled ·Self-Concept of Ability and School
Achievement of Seventh Grade Students in Newfoundland: A Symbolic
Intenctionist Approach', Singh (1972) drew heavily upon the work of Brookover
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in the formation of his conceptual framework. The basic propositions of
Brookover's theorystate:
A studen t's self-concept of academic ability results from his perceptions
of the evaluations significant ot hers hold of his ability. The student's
self-concept of academic ability in turn functions 10 limit the level of
academic achievement attempted . Self-concept of academic ability is
the refo re hypothesized as an intervening variable between the
expectations and evaluat ions of significant others and school
achievement. The relationship of perceived evaluations of significant
others to self-concept is conceptualized as a necessary and sufficient
condition, i.e., a change in the perceived evaluation of others will be
reflected in a change in self-concept. The relat ionship of self-concept
of academic ability to academic achievement , on the other hand, is
hypothesized as a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the
occurrence of a particular level of academ ic performance. (Brookove r,
1967, p . 140)
In a systematic test of the above theory, Brookover and his associate s found
that ' parents and othe r family members are more likely than IIny other category
to be 'significant others' for adolescents during the junior and senior high school
years' (p. 93). Singh (1972) supported the findings by Brookover in the study
between academic self-concept lind reading achievement. Singh ( 1?72) stat ed
that "tce major hypothesis that self-concept of academic ability is associated
with school achievement was substantia ted" (p . t08). Furthermore , with respect to
:i.gnificant others, Singh found that 'parents were more crten named as
significant, both academica lly and gene rally, by seventh grade students in the
prese nt study" (p. 133). He also points out tha t "teachers were more ofte n
named in all the studies as academic significant othe rs than as gene ral
signifICant others' [p. 133).
The framework of self-concept utilized in this study stems from the work by
Shavelson e t al. (1976). Basically, he expanded the work proposed by Brookover
et al, (1%7) , and Singh (19n), by looking at self-concept as a hierarchical
mult ifaceted system . Shavelson expanded on sell-concept by including a
nonacadem..ic facet, in addition to the academic self-concept which Brookover et
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al. (1967), andSingh(1972) proposed.
Aocordin& to Shavelson er al. (1916. p. 411), Klf-eoncept is brO:ldly defmed
I S one's percepti on of on eself. These percept ions are fonn ed through
experiences with the environ ment and are influen ced by environ mental
reinforcements and signifICant others. A distinction is made between self-
concept and inferred self-concept. Inferred self-concept is "another's atl ribution
of a person's self-concept- whereas self-concept. the basis for Shavclson's et al.
model is "inferred from a pe rson's responses to situatio ns· (p. 41 1).
There are seven fea tures critical to the construct definition. Self-concept
may be described lIS or ganized, multifaceted, hierarchical, stable, developmental.
evaluative, and differentiable. Self-concept is organ ized or structured in such •
way that people categorize the vast amount of informatio n they have about
themselves and relate the categor ies 10 one another . The second fealure of sclf·
concept is its multifaceted nature. The particular facets reflect the calegory
system adopeed by a pa rticular individual and/or shared by I group. Self-concept
is also hiervchical. with perceptions of behaviour I I the base moving 10
inferences about sclf in sub-areas (e.g.. academic·EnPis/t. hislory). then 10
inferences about self in academic and nonaC3demK: areas, and then 10 inferences
about self in general Th is hierarchical structure is shown in Figure 1. General
self-concept is stable, but as one descends the hiera rchy, it becomes increas ingly
situation specific and as a consequence, less stable. Self-concept becomes
increasingly multifaceted as the individual develops from infancy to adulthood
The sixth dimension is its descriplive and evaluative component that allows
individuals to describe themselves. f'inaUy, selr-ecocept can be differentiated
from other constructs such as academic achievement (shavetson er al., 1976, pp.
414-415).
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Figure 1: A Model Representing the Hierarchical
Organization of Self-Coneept.
Source: Shavelson et al. (1976,p. 413)
"
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The self-concep t b cets, .lind the hypothesized structure as shown in Figure
I , seem logical and plausible. but the facets were not emp irically validated by
Shavelson er at ( 1976). As a res ult, the model was opposed by w lnne, Marx,
and Taylor ( 1917), and MarJ: I nd Winne ( 1978) who discred ited the mullifaccted
nature of self<on«pf. Both studies classified the scales from three commonly
used sdf-eoncept instruments into academ ic, social, and physical facets, Th ese
facets are the same Ii the ones used in Shavcbo n's et .11. (1976) model, which
also contained an "emotional states" facet. The studies by Winne el a!' (19n),
and Marx and Win ne (1978), were able to find that responses to each of the
three facets demonstrated some agreement across instruments, but responses to
the differen t scales could not be adequately differentiated. As a result. Winne
et .11. (19n ) concluded that •... self-concept seems a more unitary oonstrUd
rather than one broken down into distinct sub-parts or facets._· (p. 900~
However, Shavelso n and Bolus (1982) argued that th ere was insufficient
justifK:alion for the d assiflCation of sub-scales into facets and rea nalyzed the
data by Laking a single scale from each instrument 10 represen t each of the
thr ee facels. By selectin g scala thai maximize egreemeru across instrument 5,
they were able to demonstrate a modest difference in the responses 10 rhe
different scales. Based upon th is, Shave.lson and Bolus (1982) stale. tha i
-research on self-concept supports the muhiface te.d interp retation of se lf-
concept" (p. 5). Olhe r studies since then, especiaUy those by Marsh, Parker, and
Smith (1983), Marsh, Relich, and Smith (1983), and Marsh, Smith, and Barnes
(1983), have fou nd support for the multifaceted inlerpr etation .
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Self-ConteV' and Academjc Achieve ment
What is the causal relat ion between self-concept and academic achievement?
This is a fundamental question and concern 10 educators that has not been
dearly demonstrated in research, In the past , there have been only a few
methodologicaldemonstrations to showthis important link.
It is argued by Pottebaum. Keith, and Ehly (1986) that many researchers
merely assume that improvements in sell-concept will cause improvements in
academic achievement. They state that many studies involving self-concept and
achievement have used designs that only show a single correlation between the
two variables. The se researchers point out tha i providing a significant
correlation between the two constructs does nol necessarily mean that self-
CODlZpl is causally related to academic achievement. "Assuming thai correlation
implies causation isa well-known error in such method ology" (pp. 140-141).
In an attempt to determine the presence and direction of the causal relation
between students' total or global self-concept a nd academic achievement,
Pottebaum et al. (1986) conducted a study using 23,28n high school sophomores
from 1,015 schools in the United States. The self-concept and academic
achievement of these students were measured in Ihe years 1980 and 1982, and a
cross-lagged panel correlational technique between self-concept and achievement
was used. This technique, which is not widely used, suggests that "there is no
significant causal relation between self-concept and academic achie....ernent , but
rather that the observed relation is the result of one or more uncontro lled and
unknown third variables" (Pottebaum et al., 1986, p. 142). Several explanations
are provided by Potteba um et al. ( 1986, pp. 142.143) as to why a significant
causal relation was not found. First, self-concept and academic achievement may
cause each other equally in a cyclical nature. Secondly, self-concept may cause
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academic achievemenl (o r vice versa ) but Ihe magni tude or the effect may be 100
smaD to be deJected . Another pos.sibh: explanatio n may have 10 do with some
other Vil riabk Ihal is causaUy predominant over both self-concept and academic
achievemen t. r maIly. Pot teba um et al ( 1986) used high school sophomores and
their total self<Onttpts in this study. A different pattern might emerge if
younger children and/o r st udents ' academic: self-concept were used rather Ihan
I Ol al self~nctpl.
On Ihe other hand, Pou ebaum er al. ( 1986) cla im thai their results are valid
since the sample they used was large in comp arison to other such analyses.
Furthermore, their sample was nationally represent ative since it was randomly
selected from 1,015schools.
Byrne (19B6), Newman (1984) , and Shave\son and Bolus ( 1982) have also
tested causal models of the relation between academic self-concept and
achievement. The results from these studies rna)' very well have to do with how
academic achievement is measured. Byrne (1986) and Newman (1984) used
standardized adUevement tests as a measure of academic achievement while
Shavclson and Bolus (1982) used school grades as a measure. Byrne (1986) and
Newman (1984) mocluded thaC acade mic self-concept dicl not have a ca usal
influence on subsequent grades, whereas Shavelson and Bolus (1982) found the
opposite. Marsh (1987) sta tes:
This suggests that the causal influence of academic self-concept will be
stronger on school grades than on standardized measures of academic
ability, and it may explain wh)' only Shavelson and Bolus found a causal
inlluence of academic self-concept. (p. 281)
Marsh (1987, p. 292) offers two possible explanations for chis finding. First,
he suggests thac school grades are affecled by academic self-concept more so
than standardized measures of achievement that may be less susceptible to
change resultinl: from motivational influences. Secondly, one's past experience
"
may bcan important factor . As MiHSh ( 1987) slates:
The effect of academic self-concept on subsequent school perform ance
was in addition 10 the effects of previous school performances and a
composite of academic ability tests and thus provides a more stringent
lest than one based on school per formance alone. (p. 292)
From the researcher 's point of view, it is difficult 10 determine the causal
relation between self-concept [el the r academic or total) and academic
achievement. However , studies involving self-concept and academic achievement
should be carefully scrutinized using the arguments and thoughts presented in
this section.
Proposed Hypotheses Relating to Self.Concept and
PrevjQusFjndjngs
Out of the seven hypotheses proposed in Chapter 1, four have to do with
some aspect of self-concept. The previous resea rch fIndings that led to these
(our hypothesis on the d imensions of self-concept are presented in the foUowing
diSC\&SSion.
Students' total academic achievem ent will be more highly correlated with their
academic self-concept than with thei r nonacademic self-concept.
There are relatively few studies that have tested the relationships between
academic and nonacadem ic self-concept. and academic achievement. Most studies,
especially those by Marsh and his colleagues, have concentrated on the
relationships between students' self-concept in a specific subject and achievement
in that subject. This isdiscussed in more delail in Hypothesis ffve.
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Using two groups of Korean males (n • S37 each) and two group' of Korean
females (n .. 611 and 612) nnGing in age between J4 and IS years, Song I nd
Han ie (1984) tested the relationships between each of academic self-concept,
social self-concept, pr esentat ion of self, and academic achievement For the two
groups of males., a combined conel ation of 0.91 was found between academic
self-conupl end academic achievement. For the same 1.074 males. corr elations
of 0.23 and 0.18 were reported between academic achievement and each of
prese ntation of self and social self-concept respectively. Co rrelations of 0.60
and 0.70 were found between academic self-concept and academic achievement for
the two groups of females. These correlations were higher than those between
academic achievement and eac h ;) 1 presentati on of self (0.30 and 0.32) and social
self-concept (0.25 and 0.21). A'" a result, Song and Halt ie (1984) slated that
"the relations between ar--demic self-concept and acade mic achievement are much
stronger than these be tw en nonacademic: self-concept and acade mic: ach•.:vement-
(p. 1276). Using. sample of 559 ruth grade students, Marm , Smith and Ibmes
( 1985) n oted tha t academic ach ievement scores were uncorrelated ""jth
nona cademic sdf-concepa and positively corre lated wit h academic self-concepts.
Nonacademic self-eoncepts dimensions of physical abilities, appea rance, peer
relatio ns and pare nt relations were negatively correlat ed with achievement in
rea ding and malh. These values ranged from .0.08 to -O.J8. Self-concept in
reading was positively correla ted wilh achievement in read ing (r .. 0.43) and
achievement in math (r - 0.14). The correlation betw een self-concept in math
and achievement in math was 0.17. however . self-concept in math was negatively
correl ated with achievement in reading (Mar sh, Smith. and Barnes , 1985, p. 589).
Similar findings were present ed by Marsh, Parker, and Smith ( 1983, p. 70) who
found negative correla tions ranging from 0.01 to .(l.IS between nonacademic self.
concept dimensions and reading achieve ment. Pos itive correla t ions ra nging
be tween 0.20 to 0.57 was found between self-concept in reading and read ing
achievement. As a result , Mar sh, Park er, and Smith (1983) co nclude d that
"measures of academic abili ty tend ed to be uncorrelated with nonacademi c self-
concept sub-scales, and most highly correlated with the sub-scale to wh ich it
was most logicallyconnected" (p . 70).
Students' self-concept in a spec ific subject will be positive ly co rre lated with
their achievement in that partic ular subject .
While hypothesis three sugges ts tha t academ ic achievement will be more
highly corr elat ed with s tudents ' aca de mic set r-ccncepr than with their
nonacademic self-concept, th is hypoth esis attempts to examine the exact rel at ions
that may exist between st uden ts' academic self-concept in language a r ts and
mathemati cs and achievement in th ese areas. Hypothes is five is supported by the
results of the studies performed by Marsh and his coUeagues in the tr attempt to
demonstrate construct validity for Ihe self-concept model as first proposed by
Shavelscnet al, ( 1976).
In a 1983 SIUdy, Marsh, Rehch , and Smhh ( 1983, p. 184) demonstrated the
finding while using firth and sixth-gra de students from Australia. The total
sam ple used was 1 , ~53 students, which consisted of 655 students who a tt ended
public schools, and 492 stude nts who a ttended a private school. Mathem at ics
ach ievement, for pr ivate school students , correla ted mos t highly with self-
concept in mathematics (I .. 0.55), fo llowed by achievemen t in readin g (r .. 0.0),
and the self-concept in read ing (r .. 0.21). Read ing achievement, fur puhl ic
school students, correlated moM with sclf<once pt in reading (r • 0.22), followed
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by all school 5ubjecb (r .. 0.18), and then mathemat ical self-concept (r '" 0.15).
In this study, reading achievement was measured by the Progressive Achievement
Test, while mathematics achievement was measured by a combination of a test
that contained only division problem s, and the 4S items conta ined in the class
achievemenl lest inmathematics.
Marsh. Parker. and Smith (1983) also conducted a study to examine the
construct validity of multi-dim ensional self-concept. One of their fmdings
showed that reading achievement scores tend to be more highly correlat ed with
self-concept in reading than with self-concepts in mathematics and school
subjects. Using three group s of students, March, Parker , and Smith (1983, p. 69)
reported correlations ranging from 0.20 to 0.57 between reading self-concept and
reading achievement as measured by the Progressive Achievement Tests.
Positive correlations between students' self-concept in a specific subject, and
achievement in that part icular subject were also reported by Marsh, Smith,
Barnes, and Butler (1983). Based upon the correlation coefficient produced for
twogroupsof students. studied at two different time, it was concluded:
Reading ability measures are most highly correlated with self-concepts in
Reading and in All School Subjects, but relatively uncorrelated with self-
concepts in Mathematics. Mathematics ability measures are most highly
correlated with self-concepts in Mathematics and All School Subjects,
but relativeJyuncorrelated with self-concepts in Reading, (pp . 783-785)
This finding was supported by Marsh, Smith, and Barnes (1985, p. 589) when
they produced correlation coeffici ent s betwee n self-concept in reading,
mathematics, and school subjects with achievement in reading and mathematics
derived from standardized test scores. Achievement in reading correlated most
highly with self-concept in reading (r .. 0.43), followed by self-concept in
mathematics ('().03), and then general school self-concept (r = .0.04). The
correlation coeffJcient for the relation between achievement in mathematics and
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self-concept in mathemalics wasrepo rted lo beO.17.Adlieveme nt in
mathematics and ie lf-eoncept in rea ding pt"oduccd I coer eja rion coeffICient or
0.14 followed by • value of -0.02 for achievement in mathematics and general
There wiD be a po1>i tive student-te acher agreeme nt on aU the self-concept
dimensiora.
Hynotbesis Seven
There will be a positive parent-teacher agreement on all the self-concept
dimensions,
In Ihis study, self-concept is seen as a multifaceted and hierarchical
structure as proposed by Shavelson er at (1976). A numerical measure for self.
concept was found by using the Self-Description Ouestionnair e as prese nted by
Marsh, Parker, aoo Smith (1983, pp. 75-78). Several items in the questionnaire
were modified for use in this study. The Self-Description Qu estion naire measures
3 academic scales and 4 nonacademic area s. For I complete discussion of the
Self-Descr iption Ouestionnaire, see the section tided "Instrument for Self·
Concept",
Hypotheses six and seven attempt to reproduce some of the results by Marsh
and his colleagues, and to provide evidence for the construct validity of self.
concept. According to Marsh, Smith, Barnes, and Dutler (1983 p. 773), a
"between-network" study can be performed 10 show construct validily whereby
self-concept measures demonstrate a consistent and logical/ theoret ical pattern of
relationsllips with other constructs. The percept ions of significant others are
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oflen used as an external criterion and correlated with the students' perceived
sell-conception in orderto demonstrate this consistent and logicalpattern.
It is necessary, once again. to mention the manner in which symbolic
interactionists view significant ot hers. In general, they see the relationship
between self-reports and rating of significant others as being of crucial
importance. Marsh, Parker. and Smith (1983) expanded upon this bywriting:
Self-reports and ratings by others are phenomenologically distinct and
will agree only when the external observer knows the person well,
observes a wide range of behaviours, has observed a broad enough
sample of people 10 have an adequate frame of reference, and is able to
make skilful perceptions. (p. 61)
Marsh went on to demonstrate that stude nt self-concepts, as inferred by
primary school teachers (who satisfy th is criterion better than most external
observers) on each of the seven self-description questionnaire dimensions, were
significanlly correlated with student ratings of their own self concepts in the
same areas. Student-teacher agreement tended to be higher in academic areas,
particularly in high soc ioecono mic sta tus/ability schoo ls where severa l
correlations exceeded 0.70 (Marsh, Smith, Barnes, and Butler, 1983, p. 774).
Marsh and his colleagues did not test student-parent agreement, however, the
researcher believes that parents are significant others and meet most of the
crlrerla as presented byMarsh, Parker, and Smith (1983).
Marsh, Smith and Barnes ( 1983) and Marsh, Parker, and Smith (1983) also
demonstrated construct validity for se lf-concept by showing student -teacher
agreement for the self-concept dimensions. Marsh, Smith and Barnes (1983)
repo rted a "moderate stude nt-teacher agreeme nt on atl the self-concept
dimensions with the possible 'exception of the Relationship with Parents" (p. 345).
Teachers are least likely to observe students in this area. Marsh, Parker, and
Smith (1983) produced very similar results and concluded that "The pattern of
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correlations among the differe nt self-concept dimensions is gene rally consisleDI
with a bierarchjcalorganization of self-concept" (p. 68).
Home Environment
ConcePtual Fram ewor k for the Home Environment
While a case has been made in the foregoing that a positive
correlation exists between self-concept and achievement, this study will examine
one other variable, 1t"11 being the home environment. More specifically, the
home environment will be considered in terms of the "educational environment"
that exists in the home. The research carried out by Dave (1%3) is heavily
relied upon in the formation of the concep tual fra mework for the home
environment. The home environment is see n as one subset of the total
environment in which onelives. Dave (1963) points out:
The educational achieveme nt of the cbi ld is a product of a varie ty of
factors and forces such as exper ience, motivation, intelligence, and the
like. II appe ars from the study of per tinent theories and research
rmdin~ that most of these facto rs are affecte d by the conditions of the
child'senvlronment. (p. 2)
Theenvironment is seen as pr oducing:
A multilateral inOuence on the educat ional development of the child. It
influences his academic achi evement direct ly by determ ining the kind and
quality of his educational exper iences. It also influences the child' s
academic growth indirectly by conditioning his motivati on for learnin g
and bystimulating his development and motivation process. (p. 4)
Of major concern in this study is one aspect of the total environ ment,
namely the home environment. Dave viewed the home environment as having
three dimensions: family s truc ture, sociological status characte rist ics and the
educatiOJlaJ environment that exists in the home. Th ese sub-sets of the total
home environmen t have long bee n reco gnized by both researchers and educa tors
as having major influence on the edu cational developme nt of the child.
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Dave defined the family structure by the birth order of a child and by the
number of brothers and sisters living at home. Soc iological status characteristics
were defined by father's occupation. mother's occupation, father's education,
mother's education, source of income, house type , and dwelling area.
The educational environment that exists in the home was defined by Dave in
te rms of six process variables: achieveme nt press. language models, academic
guidance, activeness of the family, inteUectuali ty in the home, and work habits
in the fam ily. These six process variables, in turn, were defined by a total of
twenty-one process characteristics. In other words, these twenty-one process
ch- racterlstics defined the six process variables in more operational terms and
thu c provided the basis for the develop ment of the questions used in the
instrument. For each of the twenty-one process characteris tics, a nine-po int
ra ting scale was devised (Dave, 1963). Scor es on the six process var iables were
obtained by averaging the ratings on the ir relevant process characteri stics. and
an Index of the Ed ucational Enviro nment of the fam ily was computed by totalling
the scores on the six pr ocess variables.
fn Dave' s ( 1963, p. 67) study, the Metropolitan Achievement Battery was
utilized to measure the academic achievement of the children . Th is battery is
composed of seven tests that me asure word knowledge, reading, arithmetic
pr oblem solving an d concep ts, word dlscrlmlnathm, language, spelling, and
ari thmetic computat ion. Dave computed multiple corre lations between the six
environmental process variables and subject achievement (determin ed by the
seven sub-tests of th e Metropolitan Achieveme nt Battery). He fou nd tha t the
ed ucational environmen t was related to over 50 per cent of the variance in
scores for solving problems in arit hmetic, reading, and word knowledge, but
only 31 pe r cent of the variance in ari thmetic computat ion was explained (pp.
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81-85). Dave also found that the order of importance of the predictability of
the six process var iables differed from SUbject to subject. The stepwise
regression analysis for example. revealed that work habits ill 'the family was the
most important process variable for word discrimination. while for arithmetic
problem solving and concepts, Intellectuality in the home was determined to be
the most important,
In a study of 30 children from a low social sta tus in Trinidad, Dyer ( 1967)
used the educational environment measure devised by Dave. When this measure
was correlated with the total achievement, using the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, it
accounted for 61per cent of thevariance.
In the study of the relationships betwee n the home environment, self-
concept, and achievement, Song (1982) demonstra ted that the home environment
could be d ivided into three major facets: family structure, social status, and
family psychological characteristics. The variables birth order and number of
children in the home constituted family structure while father's occupation,
pa re nts' edu cation and the ability to afford furthe r education served as
indicators of social status. Family psychological characteristics were defined to
include encouragement and expectation, ed ucational activities in the home,
educational interests, pare ntal evaluation of intellectual qualities of the child,
and rewards and punishment (Songand Hallie , 1984, p.1 2(19).
Son,. using higher order factor analysis. found it was not possible to reject
the model that home environment is a higher orde r factor, with social sta tus.
ramily structure and family psychological characteristic; as lower order factors.
Furthermore , family psychological charactc rlsrics could he mCiiningfully subdivided
into the Iive variables cited above [p. 1210).
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The work by Song on the home environm ent is in agree ment with that by
Dave. Fam ily struct ure was defined by both research ers in the same way.
However, Song's dimensions titled social status and family psychological.
charaCicristics are sim ilar to Dave's sociological status characteristics I nd
educational environment in the home respectively.
For the purpose! of the present study, the dimensions of the home
environment as KI tonh by Dave are eaamln ed , The ed uca tional environment in
the home, based upon the ratio nale given in the sect ion titled "Inst rument for
Educational Environment" in Chapter 3, is defined in terms of six process
variables: activities of the family, achievement press, academic insight of the
parents. use or mass media, academic guidance, and language models, The
instrument used in Ihis study is a modificalion of the one used by Dave (1963)
and the process variables. while bearing similar names are somewhat different
from his. Family structure is defmed by the birth order of the child and by the
number of brothers and sisten living at home. Sociological Sla IUS characteristics
are def..oed in terms of three variables: Index of Social Cass, parents'
occupation.,and plr ents' education.
Based upon the literat ure proposed in th is chapter, the mode l shown in
Figure 2 has been designed in an attempt to link self-concept and the home
environment with achievement. The evaluation by significant others is used only
to validate the self-concept construct and is emphasized in the model by the use
of a "broken line" connecting them to stude nt self-concept. "t- e relationships
depicted are defined by the related research hypotheses and qu~tions presented
in Chapler I.
figure 2: A Model Rd aling Sclf·Conccpl and lhe Iinme
&1vironmcnt V.'ilh Achi..:vcmcnl
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Proposed Hypotheses Re!~!ing 10 Home Environment and
Previous fjndinqs
Seven hypotheses are tested in this study . Three of these have to do with
some aspect of the home environment. The following discussion presents
previous researchfindingsthat led 10the formalion of these hypotheses.
Students' scores on the Index of Educationa l Enviro nment will be more highly
rel ated to their academic achievement than will their sociological status
characteristics.
Many invest igati ons of the rela tions among social status, ramily
environments, aud children's academic achievement have proposed that social
status indicators are relatively poor predictors of children's achievement,
compared with more sensitive family measures. This view is supported by Dave
(1963, p. 69) who reported correlation coefficients of 0.799, .11018, 0.056, and
0.273 betwee n total achievement scores and each of Index of Educational
Environment, Index of Social Class, father's occupation, and parents' education,
respectively, The correlation between total achievement scores and Index of
Educational Environment was found to be significantly higher than each of the
ethe r three at the 0,05 level. Similarly, Walberg and Marjoribanks (1976)
proposed that comprehensive measures of family environments are likely to
med iate completely the effects of socioeconomic status on children's academic
performa nce. The British Psychological Society (1986) also suppor ted this view.
For children's achievement in ele.uentary school, "material circumstances and
class position seem less important than what may be referred 10 as family
'climate', which includes parents ' aspirations and attitud es and the suppo rt and
encouragement for their child's schooling" (p, 124).
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Students' aademic .dtieYemenl can be pred icted to • grea ter enem ....hen the
Inlla of Educational Environment is combined with the sociological stalus
characterislics.
Evidence prese nted in the foregoing suggested thai measures of family
environments correlat e sign ifICantly higher whh stude nts' academic achievement
than sociological stalus cha racteristics. However, many researchers argue thai
both variables, when used together, could provide a belief understanding of
academic achievement.
Halsey (1975), for example. claimed that in much ramily-environment
research, the concept of social status "is t rivia lised 10 the point where
differences DC paren tal att itud e are conceived of as separa te factors rather lhan
as an integral part of the work and community situa tion DCchildren- {po 17}. He
suggested thefoUowing:
It is essential to insist thai the effect of class on educa lion.al experience
is not to be th ought of as one factor from which parenta l allitudcs and
motivations to sua:eed in education are indepe nde nt A theory which
explains educalional ach ievemenl as the outcome of a se t of individual
attrhles has klst the meaning of those .aruct urill forces Ihat Wi: know
ucla$$. (Halsey. 1915, p. 17)
Similar concern s 'Were expressed by Seen-Jones (19&4) who observed l h~t
'Th e context in which pa re nts and children live is import ant in unl!crslanding
the famay's innucnce on cognitive development aod academ ic achievement. The
famay is itself lin importa nl context but i .~ embedde d in ot he r contexts" (p, 2(,2).
She sUC8C5teJ . rot example. that ther e is a nl'cd to Mudy "children who develup
normally Of excel under co nditions. such as low-inco me sta lus. The family m~y
be ahle to cope wilh adver se conditiuns in a mann e r that pr ettnt' the UPC1.1C,J
errccls on lhec hikr (Scott.Jone'".. 191W. p, 293).
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Dave (1963) te sted a hypothes is that was so mewhat .,imilllf to the
proposed here. H e found correlation coe fficients between total achievement
scores and each of 1.0 " pa rents' ed ucation, father's occupation, and the Index of
Social Class. Using mult iple regression analysis, the Index of Educational
Environment was used as an additional p red iction variable . Dave (1963, p. 73)
found that the Index of E d ucational Enviro nment algnlflcantly increased the four
corre lation coefficients at the 0.05level.
Students' to tal acade mic ach ievement will be predicted to a greater enent when
their-self-concept isco mbined with the Indexof Edu cational Enviro nment.
Research cond uc ted showing the relationship s that exist between self.
concept and academic achieveme nt has been ra ther dive rse and has o ften
produced conflicting results. This diversity was add ressed by Hansford and
Hatti e (1982) when they examined 128 pre vious studies conducted on th ese
varia bles. A meta -analysis of 1,136 correlations derived from these stu dies
showe d th ai "the mea n corre lation be tween meas ure s o f self an d
perfo rmance/ achievem ent was 0.21, with a range of association varying from
-0.77 10 0.96" (p. 138). Such diversity in findings has focused researche rs'
attention on other variables that could strengthen the relation between se ll,
concept and achieveme nt. Shavelson and Bolus 0 982, p. 16} recommended thai
additional va riables, such as environmental variables, be included in furth er
studies betwee n self-co ncept and achievement. Marjori banks (1979) also claim ed
that research on re lating affective variables, such as self-concept, wi th
achievement could be more powerful if environmen ta l varia bles were used as
moderating variables. Hypothesis four focuses on the home environmenl, as one
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environmenta l Vltiable, in an a llempl 10 strengthen the relation s thai may exist
between seU-a>ncep1 and achieve ment. In thi5 SIUdy, the Index o( Educat ional
Environment is a measure of the educa tional enviro nment that ea sls in the
Song and Hat tie (1934) tested the reiat iOll$ that exist between home
environment. self-concept, and academic achievem ent by formula ting a mood to
represent the ed ations among these variables. In thls study us ing four samples
of 2,297 Korean adolescen ts ranging in age betwe en 14 and 15 years old, home
environment was defined in terms of family structure, socioeconomic status, and
family psychological characteristics. Self-concept was seen ilS being composed of
social self-concept and acade mic self-concept. So ng and Hattie ( 1984) were able
to condude that "fam ily psychological characteristics have indirect inlluences on
academic achievement via thei r d irect influence on the self<oncert oonslf\lcl$-
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CHAPTER 3
DESlGN OF 11m STUDY
To test the proposed hypo theses, two major instruments were used in the
study. One of these instrume nts mea sured the educat ional environment of the
home, whilethe o ther meas uredthe self-conceptof th e student.
Instrumen t for Edu cational En vironm en t
The educational environmen t of the home was measured using a substantially
modified form of the in st rument used by Dave (1963). Discussed below are (a)
tile inst rument that Dav e developed and used, (b) th e poss ible modifications
supported by him result ing fro m factor analyses conducted after his hypotheses
were tested, (e) further modifications made to the inst rument for th e present
study, a nd (d) th e use o f television and the ma ss med ia . There will also be a
discussion oC the reliahlllry andvalid ityofDave's instru ment.
Dave's Instrument
Dave's (1963) instrument consisted of an intervie w schedu le of sixty-three
questions designed to yie ld scores on twenty-one process charac teristics grouped
intosixprocessvariables.
After an ext ensive review of the related litera tu re, Dave identified six
Environmental Pr ocess Vari ables to represent the educational en vironment of the
home: Academic Press, Language MnJ-.:Is, Academic G uidance, A-:tiveness of the
Family, Inteneduality in the H ome, a nd Work Habits or the Family. Each
pr ocess variable was th en defined in terms o f from two to seven specific
characteristics referred to as Process Characteristics. In all. twenty-one process
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characteristics were identified for the six process variables. The sixty-three
items in his final interview schedule were designed to elicit somcie nl
information to quantify these process cha racteristics and, when aggregated. the
process variables.
Dave's final inte rview schedule was developed from two preliminary tryouts.
The first schedule was tried out on live families whose children were in the
elementary grades. In light of difficulties encountered by th is initial pilot,
revisions were made to the instrument. The second pilot was administered to
two more families. The instrument, which contained ninety-four questions
required app-oxlmately : 15 minutes to conduct. Since this was considered to be
too long, additional modifications were made by elimina ting duplicate questions.
Thus, the final interview schedule used by Dave in his study conta ined sixty-
three questions, which took about seventy-five minutes per interview, on the
average, to administer.
One of the purposes of Dave's study (1963), was "the construction and
validation of an instrume nt for the measurement of educational environment" (p.
8). Validation of the instrument was established by "testin g the sustainment of
the first hypothesis" (p. 69).
The first hypothesis of Dave's study stated that:
The relationship between the measure of educational achievement and the
Index of Educational Environment in the horne will be greater than that
between the ed ucat ional achieveme nt and Ihe socio logica l ua tus
characteristics such as social class, occupation of the father, and
education of the parents. (p. 69)
Dave found the correlat ion between the Index of Ed ucational Environment
and the total achievement scores of the entire sample 10 he 0.799. Th is
compared to a correlatio n of 0.273 between parents' ed uc.11ion and the total
achievement scores. The difference between these correlat ions was signific.ant at
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the 0.05 level. "The acceptance of the first hypothesis tends 10 establish the
construct validity of the ins trument used in this study for the e nvironmental
measurement" (po75).
Dav e 's SUj;gesled Modirteations
After his study had been carried ou t and the data analyzed, Dave carried out
factor analysis. Based on this he suggested that the tw enty-one process
characteristics could be regro uped as six somewhat different process variab les
which he named: Activities of the Family and Verbal Interaction, Ac hievement
Press, Academic Insight of Pa rents, Academic Guidance, Langu age Models, a nd
Use of Mass Media. Each of the process variables would com prise [ rom one to
live of therwenry-eneprocesscharacteristics.
The Instrument for the Presen t Study
The process variables use d in the present study are th ose emerging from
Dave's factor analysis. However, only eleven of the twenty-on e process
characteristics were retained. Dave's factor analysis had shown that only fo ur
process variables had eige nvalues greater than one, and only e ight had
commonalities greater than thre e. It was decided 10 re tain t hese eight. Three
others were retained for special reasons connected with the present study . TWo,
comprising the process variabl e "Use of Mass Media" were retaine d, despite
commonalities of less than thr e e, because, since Dave's study in 1963, television
and the mass media have come to have a very great impact o n the e ducation al
enviro nment of Ihe home. A third process characteristic "Keenness of the
Parents for Correct and Effective Language Usage" was considered 100 important
10 o mit from a study of variability in the educational environment o f
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Newfoundland homes. Therefore, for the purpose of the st udy, eleven process
cha racteristics were used, grouped as suggested by Dave from his facto r analysis.
Th ese represented 863 percent o f the cumulative commonality in Dave's study.
The process characteristic "Parents' Interest in Academic Achievement" had a
commonality greater than th ree and, as discussed in the for egoing, was used in
Ihis study. Dave obtaine d data for thls process chara cte ristic using five
quest lers, however, only four of these questions were use d in this study.
Quest ion seven from Dave's (1%3. p. 142) interview schedule asked about the
recr eation pastimes and activ ities of the family and was omitted from this study.
The associa te superintenden t or the co-operating school board viewed this
quest ion35 be ing "too personal" and objecte d to its use.
The interview schedule u sed in the present study appears in Appendix C.
Ther e are thirty-nine items. Table 1 shows the six new environmental process
var iables. the eleven process characteristics, and the corres ponding thirty-nine
ques tions of the interview schedule. All th irty-nine items were taken from
Dave' s instrume nt, fifteen being vir tuaUy unchanged, twen ty-two modified
sligh lly, and two modified somewha t more substa ntially. Question g is a
ccmb lnation of questions 18 and 19 from Dave's interview schedule, while
questi on 38 is a combination of questio ns 32 and 33 from Dave's instrum ent, an d
questi ons derived from the n ext section titled "Television and the Mass Media".
The numberi ng of the items used in the prese nt modified qu estionnaire differs
from those used in Dave's study. To facilitate qu ick re fe rencing, a list is
provided after the interview schedule in Appendix C relaling the items used in
this studyto the hems used ill Da ve's (1963 ) study.
The Index of Educatinn al Enviro nment, which is the su m for the eleven
process characteristics, will serve as a single indicator o f the ed ucational
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environment in the home. Foreach processcharacteristic,the researcher will
TAB LE l
TheHome Enviro nmental Process Variablesand their
RelatedQues lions in the InterviewSch.edule
Environme ntal Environment al Process Q ue stion N umber in
Process Variables Ch aracteristics the Int e rviewSchedule
Activities of (a) Parents' interest in
the Family academic achievement 5,9, 10,23
Achievem ent (a ) Preparation and pla nning
Press forthe a ttainment of
educatio nal goals 23,24,2S,27.29,30,34
(b) Social press foracademic
achievement 21,22
(e) Parental aspiratio ns for
the educatio n of the child 3,4, 14,15,16, 17,20
(d) Keenness ot the parents for
correct ande jfecrive
language usage 7,8,11,12,13
Academi c Insight (a) Parents' ow n aspirations
ofthe Paren ts
(b) Standard s ofrewa rd for
educationalattainment
17,18,19,20
3,6,26,29
1,2,28,31,32
Academic Guidance (a) Knowledge of the educe-
tionalpr-ogressof the
child
Language Models (a) Qualityof thelanguage
usage of theparent'
Useof Mass Media (a) UseofTV andother such
media 35,38
(b) Degree of structure and
routine in thehome
manageme nt 33,36,37,39
"The language usage of the mothers interviewed will be rat ed on th e basis of the
conversation during the interview. Language usage will be rated in terms of (I)
fluency, (2) pronunciation, (3) vocab ulary, and (4)organization of thought.
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study th e parents ' answers to th e relevant questions, and will then assign to the
pup~ 8 rating according to a n ine-poin t scale presented in App e ndix D . The
responses 10 the questions for each process characteristic will be averaged and
rounded off 10 the nearest one. Each process characteristic, therefore , ranges
from 1 to 9, and since there are eleven process cha racteris t ics. the lowest
possible measure of the educational en.... ir onment in the home is t I, while a score
of99 repr esents the highest possible score.
Television and th e Mass Media
Technological advances over th e past two decades have resulted in te levision
program ming being available in virtually all homes in Newfoundland and Labrador.
Both th e quality of programming and th e quality of transmission have improved
substantia lly. As a res ult, Newfoundlanders ar e exposed 10 p rogram : from
virtually all overthe world.
Young children are exposed to a great deal of television, a nd hen ce are
exposed 10 the good and bad it has to offer. Walberg (1979), in referring to
Am erican children, states "By th e time children enter kindergarten, th ey will
h ave used more time viewing t el evision than they will later spend sitt ing in
universitycJasses- (p. 61).
The implications of this statement can be applied to Newfoundland c hildren.
Th e point being made by educators a nd resear chers is that sc hools cannot
compete with television. As Kitch en (J 987) explains in his keynot e add res.s to
th e Short Coursein Educational Lead ership at Liuledale, SI. J( hn's:
"
Classrooms are becoming irrelevant. Television is school in both the
cognitive and affectiv e domains . The accumulated evide nce is
overwhelming. It is television tha t imprints the child's moral structure .
The purpose behind television programming is profits, n Of a moral
society. Children and ad ults are coming to perceive the real and the
ideal as thai which emanate {rum the screen, not from pulpit or
classroom or personal experience. (p. 6)
While Kitchen argues that we must have local input in television
programming in order to gain control over the values and morals displayed on
television, there is much that can be done by parents and teachers to affect its
impact.
Walberg (1979, pp. 66.72) offers suggestions to parents and teachers thai will
affect the impact television has on children. He suggests that parents can (a)
actively watch television with their children, (b) set limits on viewing, (c)
develop critica l evaluation of content, and (d) send letters to television
networks. Teachers, on the ot her hand, are advised to (a) use television in the
classroom, (b) refer to programs in classes, and (c) provide an aid to
reading.
The inst: ument to measu re the educational environment in the home will
attempt to determine the degree to which the television and other sud, media
are used in the home. In light of the possible impact television has 01.' one's
life, the process variable "Use of Mass Media" will be examined, despite the fact
that Dave (1%3, p. 106) found that the two correspo nding process charact eristics
had commonalities of less than three. The two process characteristics and their
related questions are shown in Table 1. The questions reflect Walberg's
suggestions about "What Pa rents Can Do",
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Reliabili ty and Validity of Dave's Instrument
Construct validity of the instrumen t used in Dave 's (1963) study for Ihe
environmental measurement was established by the acceptance of Hypothesis 1
while a reliability coefficient was calculated by Hoyt's (1941) method using II
two-way analysis ofvarillnee.
Dave's (1963, p, 20) ru st hypothesis stated that there would be II greater
relationship between the Index of Educational Environment and Academ ic
Achievement than each of fathe r's occupation, paren ts' education, and
sociological status characteristics with Academic Achievement, This hypothesis
was tested. lind substantiated, by the calculation of correlation coefficients.
ccrrerauone of 0.799, -0.018, 0.056, and 0.273 were reponed between total
academic achievement scores lind each of Index of Educational Environme nt,
Index of Social Class. father's occupation, and paren ts' education, respectively.
The correlation between total achievement scores and Index )f Educational
Environment Vias found to be ~ignificantly higher than each of the other three
at the 0.05 level (Dave, 1963, pp. 69-70). Based upon these £indings, Dave (1963)
stated, "The acceptance of the first hypothesis tends 10 establish the construct
validity of the instrument used in this study for the environmental measuremen t"
CJ>. 75).
Dave (1963, pp. 77-78) estimated the internal consistency of the instrument
used in his study using Hoyt's (1941) method. A reliability coefficient of 0.95
was calculated ill the following manner. Using a two-way analysis of varlance,
the variance "among students' (i.e., their homes ) was calculated to he 31.22 whi le
the variance of the "remainder" (i.e., aU other sources uf variation) was 1.5(1.
The reliability coefficient was calculated by 5uhtracting Ihc "remainder varia nce"
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from the "variance among students", and dividing this difference by the "variance
amongstudents",
In Dave's study, the interviews were conducted by two people. the writer
and one other 'competent" person (p. 80). The consistency in (he ratings of the
sub-sample interviewed by Dave was checked against those interviewed by the
other interviewer. Dave conducted 28 interviews and the correlation between the
Index of Educational Environment and tota l achievement scores was calculated to
be 0.811. A correlation coefficient of 0.800 was reported for the 32 interviews
conducted by the other researcher. The difference between these correlations
was not slgniflranr at the 0.05 level, which demo nstrated "that the environm enta l
ratings made by the writer on the basis of the interview data collected by the
other interv iewer are consistent with the ratings made by the writer on the
interviewda ta collected byhimself" (Dave, 1963. p. 81).
Instrument for Self-COncept
The Self-Description Ques tionnaire, conta ined in Appe ndix E, was des igned to
measure the seven dimensions of self-concept as proposed in the theoret ical
framework p resented by Shavelson et al. (1976).
The instrument used in this study is the same as the one used by Marth,
Rellch, and Smith (1983) and originaUy contained 66 items but, based upon the
results demonstra ted by Marsh, Smith. and Barnes (1983), four items were
excluded. These items "failed to correlate highly with other items from the same
scale and were generally difficult for students to interp ret- (March, Re1ich, and
Smith, 1983. p. 175). Therefore, the Self-Descr iption Question naire used in this
studycontained 62 items (Mars h, Relich, and Smith, 1983, pp. 178·180).
Th e s eve n di mensions of self-concept, which the Self-Description
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Questionnaire measures, include :1 academic scales and 4 non :lcadem ic scales.
Physical Abilities, Physical Appearance, Relations with Peers, and Relationship
with Patents constitute the nonacademic dimension, while Math ematics, Reading,
and School Subjects represent academic self-concept. For the purpose of Ihis
study, Reading is replaced by Language Arts to better reflect the curriculum of
grade V students in the province of Newfoundland. Tabl e 2 prese nts the seven
dimensions of self-concept and their related questions. The response to each
question rangeson a five-point scale from false (I) to true (5).
Each of the 4 nonacademic scales is measured by eight positively worded
items. Therefore, for each nonacademic scale, the lowest possible measure of
self-concept is 8 while it 5COre of 40 indicates the highest measure of self·
concept.
The 3 academic scales are each measured by 10 items. Within each of these
scales. there are 5 cognit ive items and 5 affective items. Four of the 5
cognitive items are positively worded and one is negatively worded . Similarly, 4
affective items are positively worded and one is nega.tively worded. The
negatively worded items are questions 6, :!1, 29, 41, 56, and 62. For these items,
the five-point scale wiU be reversed such that a score of 5 is given 10 those
responding false and a score of I i.~ given to those responding true. For each
of the 3 academic scales, the lowest possible measure of sell-concept is 10 and
the highest 50.
The total self-concept is obt ained hy ad rling the scores on the J academic
scales and the 4 nonacad emic scaJc.~. The refore, thc lowest rCl~,ihlc score for
the total self-concept is 62 while the hishest pClsihle score i~ J Ill.
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TAB LE 2
The Seven Dimensions of Self-COncept
and their Related Quest ions
SelfConceptDimensit'lrul
1. PhysicalAbilities
2. PhysicalAppearance
3. Relations,..ithPeers
4. RelalionshipwilhParenls
.t languageAns
6. Mathematits
7. SchoolSubjects
"reflectnegative!yworded ilems.
Relatcd Quc:stions
3,10 ,22,2 8,35 ,42, 48,55
1,8,14 ,20 ,33, 40,46,53
7, 13, 19,26,32,39 ,52, 59
5, 17,24, 30,3 7,44,50 ,57
4, 11, 16, 23, 29' , 36, 43, 49,56", 61
6' , 12,18,25 ,3 1,38,45, 51,58,62 "
2, 9, ts, 2t ",27, 34, 41*,47,54, 60
For the present study, the questionnaire was administered to grade V
students. They were given instructions Wilh 3 examples, and each of the 62
questions was read out loud 10 them. Each student then responded to each item,
On a five-point scale ranging from false (I ) to true (5), by placing a tick IVJon
Iheappropriateblank.
As reported above, Marsh, Relich, and Smith (1983) excluded 4 items from
the original 66 in the instrument. The wording of these items, numbered 12, 17,
19, and 49, was not stated. The remaining 62 items were renumbered and, as a
result, the numbering of the items used in this study difers from those same
items used by March. Relich, and Smith (1983). The number in brackets at the
end of each item of the Self-Description Questionnaire in Appendix E
4.
corresponds to the number used in March , Rel ich, and Smith 's (1983)
questionnaire . These numbers were not presen t on the quest ionnaires completed
bystudents, pare nts, or teachers.
For the purpose of this study, the wording of quest ions 2 1, 29 and 62 has
been changed slightly based upon the wishes of the associate superinte ndent of
the co-operating school board. In these questions, the word "d umb" was omitted
in favour of the phrase -not V(~ry good at", The associate superintendent of the
cooperating school board believed that if you ask 'slower' students if they are
dumb, they would reinforce it to themselves and say they are , which is what
people expect to hear. There were two other changes. Th~, word "Reading" was
replaced by "Language Ar ts" in all 10 questions for the ' Language Art~" self-
concept dimension. The last minor change was on item 21 which read, "MOM
kids have more friends than I do" (Ma rch, Relich, and Smith, 1983, p. 178).
since aU other hems pertaining to nonacademic self-concept are positively
worded, it was decided 10 reword this item to, "I have more friends th:m mo!ot of
the othe r kids' which appears as _number 19 on the instrum ent used In this
study .
The homeroom teacher and the parent (moth er when possible) comp leted the
questionnaire for each child. The purpose of this was to determ ine or reaffirm
construct validity by noting the correlation between the self-concept of the child
and self-concept as inferred bysignificant others
Validityof the ScIf.Dcsaijlt ion Q uestionnaire
Selr-conccpt, like any other hypothelical cons uucr. becomes useful whcn us
construct validity is demonstra ted Au:md ing In Mart:h. Parker. anc.1 Smith
(198J), there ar e two hasic classifications of w o,t tUt1 v,t1id,ty IhM ahuuhl he
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demonstrated.
Within·network stuJi es explore the multidimensionality of self-concept
and atternpt 10 show that there are consistent, dist inct compone nts (e.g.,
social, physical and academic). These studies typically employ factor
analysis or multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) analysis. Between-network
studies attempt to show tha t a logiC3! patt ern of relationships exlsts
between measures of self-concep t and other constructs (p . 60).
The best empirical suppor t for the multidimensionality of self-concept, and
the structure hypothesized by Shavdson et at (1976), comes from the work on
the Self.Description Questionnaire, or the SOO. This instrume nt was specifically
designed 10 measure three areas of academic self-concept and tour areas of
nonacademic self-concept.
Research based on the SOQ, in the form of wnhln-nerwork studies, has
fcuno evidence for Ihe distinct, conslstent components of self-concept. Factor
analysis of responses from two diverse groups of primal)' school stude nts found
evidence for KVen SDQ factors (Marsh, Rellch, and Smith, 1983). Furroermcrc,
correlations amongthese factors support the hierarchical structure proposed by
Shavelson er aI. (1976). Marsh, Smith. and Barnes ( J983), in their study
using ruth and sillgrade students , state:
Items loaded substantially on the factors tha t they were designed to
measure lind not other factors; correlations amon g the various factors
tended to be small; and thos e correlations tha t were observed were
geMrally ecnsistent with the hiera rchical model on which the SDQ W:l.S
bored. (p. 353)
Marsh, Parker, and Smith (1983), using 958 students from thr ee diverse
groups, employed a multitrait-mult irnethcd analysis of stude nt-teacher ratings of
student self-eoocepe. and their relations to academic ability 'Pr evious factor
analysis, the MTMM analysis, and the pattern of re lationships between the selr-
concept dimensions and academic measures all argue for the multi-dimensionality
of self-concept and the relevance of the dimension hypothesized by Shavelson ret
' l.j" (p. 71).
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Marsh., Smith, Barnes, and Buller (1983) slate that "Between-network studies
of the construct va lid ity of self-concept require self-concept measures to
demonstrate a consistent and logical/ theoretical patte rn of relationshi ps with
other constructs· (p. 713). In an attempt to demonstr ate validity using these
studies, academic ability/p erformance measures and the perceptions of significant
others are used as the external criteria.
II is necessary, once again, 10 mention the manner in which symbolic
interactionists view signifICant others. In general, th ey see the relationship
between self-reports anJ ratings of other s being of crucial importance. Marsh.
Parker, and Smith ( 1983) sta te tha i :
Self-reports and ratin gs by ethers are phenomeno logically distinct and
wiD agree only whe n the external observer knows the person well,
observes a wide range of beh aviors, has observed a broad enough sample
of people to have an adequate frame of refere nce, and is able to make
skillful percep tions. (p . 61)
Marsh and his colleagues wen t on to de monstrate that student self-concepts as
inferred br prima l)' school teachers (who ~t isf)' th is criterion bette r tha n most
exten.al observers) on each of the seven SOQ dimensions were significantly
correlated with stude nt ratings of their own self-concepts in the sa rne areas.
Student-teacher agree ment tended to be hi&her in academ ic area s, particularly in
bigh-socloeconomic-sratus (SE S) ab ility schoo ls where se veral corr ela tions
exceeded OJO (Ma~h, Sm ith , Barnes, and Butler , 1983, p.114).
Continuing with the between-network valklator, Marsh, Relkh, and Smith
(1983), using correlat ions between sclr-conccpt scores and achievement scores.
found that math e ma t ical achievement was significa ntly c<ln cla ted with
mathematics self-concept (r '" 0.55). A correlation of 0.21 was obtained with
self-concept in reading and mathe matics achiev emcm. a nd mathematics
achievemenl was uncorrekncd with self-concept in four nonacademic area ...
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(Marsh, Relich, and Smith, 1983, p. 184). The result of this study indicates that,
"while the correlation between general self-concept and ability is low, the
relationship is stronger when the particular component of self-concept is more
closely matched 10 the particular ability being considered" (Marsh, Parker, and
Smith, 1983, p. 62).
Information Blank
In addition to the information about the educational environment in the
home, an Information Blank (shown in Appendix F) was used to obtain
information about the family structure and the sociological status characteristics
of the home. This information was necessary in order to test Hypotheses I and
2 and Questions 3, 4, 5, and 6. This blank was filled out by the lnrervre....er at
the lime the parents (mother or female guardian) were interviewed concerning
the educationa l environment in the home.
Fam ilyStnJctur e
For the purposes nf this study, family struc ture was defined in terms of two
variables. birth orde r of the child in his or her family, and the number of
brothers and sisters living at home. These data were obtained from questions 2
and 4 on the Information Blank.
Sociological stetos Characteristics in the Home
Th~ Information Blank, completed at the time of the interview, also pro vided
data concerning the following Sociological Status Characteristics of the Home
(Dave, 1963, pp. 66-67): father 's occupation, moth er's occupation , father's
>3
education. mother' s education, source of income. house type. and dwelling
Dave (1963) combined these seven status characteristics into three sta tus
measures. First, he used Warner's Index of Social Class, which combin es father's
occupation, source of income, house type, and dwelling area by using Weights of
4, 3, 3, and 2 respectively. When Dave was obtaining data for his study. he
found that only a few moth ers had outside jobs. hence mother' s occupation was
not used in his analysis. In the present study, Index of Social Class is ide ntical
to Warner's with one important exception. Since working mother s ar e not
uncommon toda y, moth er 's occupation will be inclu ded in the status
characteristics of the Ind ex of Social Class. Ther efore, in the present study, the
Index of Social Class will be defined in terms or rather 's occupat ion, mothe r's
cccupatjon, source or income, house type, and dwelling area , wlth weights or 4,
4, 3, 3, and 2 resp eclively (see Appendix H). However, in or der to make
comparisons with Dave's findings, Index or Social Class will also be calculated
usingtheorig,inalro rmula.
The second status measure used by Dave was the rat ing of father 's
occupation. Again, mother s' occupat ion was not taken into account . This study
will add scores on mothers' occupation to scores on fathe rs' occupation to
produce a Combined Rating of Parent s' Occupation as the second status measu re.
The "Combined Rating of the Pa rents' Education- is the last me asure . The
rating scale used to measure this status characteristic was devised by the
researcher, but was based in part on a somewhat obsolete seven-pctn t scale used
by Warner (1960) and a five-point scale used by the Royal Commi ssion on
Employmentand Unemplo yment .
A numerical valu e for the Index of Social Class is obtained by the additi on
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of the measures of the four status characteristics. Eilch status charact eristic is
assigned a ' Weight" and the ' Weighted Rating" is obtained by multiplying this
"Weight" wuh the response given on a seven-point rating scale. The status
characteristic titled "rating of parents' occupation" will then be represented by
the addition of the 'Weighted Raling" for both mother and father. Appendix H
gives the rating scale s and the ' Weights" assigned to the four status
characte ristics.
The 'Combined Rati ng of Parents' Occupation" will be found by the seven-
point rating scale as pre sented in Appendix H, section (a). The classification is
based upon occupation and a combined rating is obtained by the addit ion of the
father's rating and the mot her 's ra ting.
The 'Combined Rating of Parents' Education" is measured by a single
numerical index based upon the seven-point rating scale presented in Appendix O.
Again, a combined rating is obtained by the addition of the mother's and father's
rating.
Data regarding the sociological status characteristics were coded after each
interview l'>nd recorded as items S, 6, and 7 of the Information Blank in
AppendixF.
se lection of the SChool
This particular study is not peculiar to any of the religious denominations
that exist in the province. Therefore, based on a willingness to cooperate, a
school under the jurisdiction of the St. John's Roman Catholic School Board was
chosen. Permission was granted by the Associate Superintendent of the Board
(Appendix A).
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The exact school, selected within the St. John's Roman Catho lic School
Board, was located in St. Jo hn's, Newfoundland. The school chosen met two
criteria. Fitst , it had a large populatio n of grade V students. There were 3
classes of grade V students d uring the 1986·87 school year, tota Uing 85 students.
Secondly, the socioeconomic status of these students ' families was seen as being
fairly heterogeneouswhich enabledan accurate study of the home environment.
Selection ofthe Grade
As mentioned above, grade V stude nts will participate in this study. There
were 85 grade V students atten ding the co-operating school during the 1986·87
school year. Grade V stud ents were chose n because, accordi ng 10 Bloom ( 1964):
...that by age 9 (grade 3) at least 50% of the general achievemen t
pattern at age 18 (grade 12) has been developed. whereas at least 75% of
the pattern has been developed byabout age 13 (grade 7). (po105)
In addition to this, the home is seen as the biggest Iactcr in influencing
elementary school children. Other influences, such as peer group for example.
have not been found to be very strong at this age (p.51).
Parent and Student Sample Used in the Study
Every child in grade V at the co-opera ting school during the 1986-87 school
year was given a leiter to bring home to his/h er parents. The leiter (Appendix
B) described the purpose of the study and asked par ents if they wished to
participate. Permission to have their child (or children) involved was also asked.
The parents were asked to indicate their willingness to participat e by placing a
tick [YJ on the appropriate blank on the last page of the lette r. The student
was asked to ret urn this page of the Jetter to their homeroom teache r. for
those parents who did nOI wan t to participate. a blank space. was provided
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ask ingthem to give a reason.
There were three classrooms of grade V students in the selected school
during the 1986·87 school year. From each class, a random sample of 8 boys
and 8 girls was chosen from those studen ts whose pare nts gave approval for
them to participate in this study. The parent(s) of these children were also used
in thi, study. Alternate samples were randomly picked just in case these
chadren were absent from schoo l on the day thai they completed the Self-
Description Questionnaire.
Teacher SampleUsed in the Study
The teacher sample was the homeroom teacher from each of the 3 classrooms
of grade V students.
Collect ion or the Data
le iters a~k.il1g parent(s) to participate in the study were given to grad e V
students on Thursday, June 11, 1987 and Friday, June 12, 1987. The students
were instructed to bring these letters home and to return the last page of it to
their homeroom teachers. Since there were four students absent from school on
both days. eighty-one letter s were sent home to a possible eighty-five gra de V
students.
Fifty-eight st udents ret urned the last rage (o r the pennissio n slip) of the
lett er em Friday, June 12, 1987. On that day. those who did not return their
forms were reminded 10 return them on the following Monday. Six more slips
were return ed on that day. A second reminde r was given lind three more
students returned them on Tues day. June 16, 1987,
From the sixty-seven re turned forms, ten indicated that they didn't want to
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participate. Only two of these provided a reason in the blank provided. One
reason staled that the family would be out of the province for the summer while
th e other rea son sta ted was, "I don 't have the lime",
The students who were given permlsslon to participate were grouped
according to their homeroom teacher. Table 3 presents the number of boys and
girlsgivenpermission out of the total that exists in each of the classrooms.
TABLE 3
Fr acti on of Stu dents Give n Permi ssion
to Participa te
Classroom 1 Classroo m 2 Classroom 3
Roy,
G irls
10/12
10/1 6
8/1 4
8/ 15
9/12
12{16
From each classroom. a ra ndom sample of 8 boys and 8 girls was drawn from
those "'he had been given perm ission by their pa rents. Ju st in case a student
might have been absent from school on the day that the Self-Description
Questionnaire was administe red, an alternate name was drawn for eac h group. In
total, fifty students wrote th e Self·D escription Que.<;tionnaire with thr ee of them
being alterna te names. Table 4 gives the number of students who wrote the
questionnaire. In classroom 1, one alternate stude nt was abse nt while three
studentsoriginaUy picked were absent from classroom 2.
To obtain a measure of the students' self-concept, the self·Description
Question naire was administered on June 18, 1'; 87. A total of fifty students
comple ted th .squestio nnaire.
TABLE4
Numberof Srudcn ts Who Wr ote the
Self-Descrip tion Questionnaire:
Number of Students
Classroomt Classroom 2 Classroom 3
Girls
17 15 18
At the time of administration, students were brought to the cafeter ia and
seated a~ the tables provided. Each stud ent was then given a qu estionnair e face
down. When ea ch student was given a q uestionn a ire, all students were instructed
to tum over th eir quest ionnaires . Student s we re then given instructions and
asked not to talk while filling out the for m. Three examples were given at the
beginning to ensu re that students understood how 10 complete the test. E ach of
the 1'2; questions of the Selr-Oewipt ion Questionnaire was read alo ud to
overcome anyread ingdifficuilies any student m ight hav e.
The Self-Desc ription Questionnaire p rovided data concerning three are as of
academic self-concep t and four areas o f nonacademic self-concept. Ta ble 2
indicates the sev en dimensions of self.concept and their related q uestions. The
"
response 10 each quest ion ranges on a five-po int sca le from false ( I) to true (5}
It took 3flproximatelyone-hour to administer this t est.
Mathem atics and Language A rts wer e chosen as the subject areas to
represent academic achievement. It was in itially intended 10 use te st scores in
thes e subjects dating back to three months prior to the start of the sludy.
Final marks had to be used, however, as it is not the policy of the St. Joh n's
Rom an Catholic School Board to issue students' mar ks. The Board did aUow the
final leiter grades in these subjects to be released hut the names of the stude nts
had been e rased. Each leiter grade corresponded to a range of values as defined
by the co-operating school. The k -ter grades A. B+, D, C, D, and F
ccr respceded 10 a n umerical value be tween 90 lin d 100, 80 10 89, 70 to 79, 60 to
69, 50 to 59, and be low 50 respectively. For each of Mathematics a nd Language
Arts, the stan dard de viation and mea n for ea c h of the three grade V classes was
calc ulated by assigning a numerical value to each le tter gra de, Th e researcher
used 95, 85, is, 65, 55, and 45 to re present A. B+ , D, C, D, and F respectively,
Th e research er obtai ned stud ents' mar ks in Mathema tics and Language Arts by
asking the parents i f he cou ld see the child's repo rt card at the time of the
inte rview. Th e marks in each of these two subject a reas were then standard ized
(to have a mean o f 0 and a standard deviation of 1.0) by using th e standard
deviation and mean of each child's particular class. Th e student's to ta l academ ic
achievement is determ ined by the addit ion of the student's standardized scores in
Mathematics and Language Arts.
fu£hlli
The thee grade V teachers at th e co-operating school comple ted the Self·
Description Q uestionn aire for each st udent in tbeir cla ss who was chosen to be
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in the " mple. Th e teachers were lnstructed 10 lill out the questionnaire t-t. if
Ihey wer e thai d uden l_ In other words, the teachers had to try 10 guess how
!heir students answered earn orthe 62questions.
This exercise gave indication of student-reacher agreement on student self·
concept. II is realized th31 teachers' ratinGS are not the ultima te criter ion for
the student raling1; however, teachers who spen d the school day with the same
group should be able 10 serve as II useful indicator of stude nt sell-concept.
Four sets of data were obtained from the par cnt(s) studied in this
investigation. In keeping with the argument proposed by Dave ( 1963, pp. 44-45),
the mother supplied the data.
Th e parents o f the fil ly stu de nts wh o wro te the Self-Descript ion
Questionnaire were contacted by telephone in ea rly July. 1987. At that lime.
pa enu arranged a conve niem time to be inte..... iewed, Out of the fifty possible
parents, one could not be contacted after five atte mpts, while another five
parents had changed their minds. In aU 44 eases, the mothers wer e Interviewed .
Only 4 fathers panic ipated in the lnterview alon~ with their wives. The 1a)(
interview was ce aduct ed on OCtober 17, 1987. Table 5 summarizes the parents
contacted per classroom.
Da ta regarding (he educational environment of the home were obtained by
inte rviewing the mother (and father when poss ible) in the home using the
Interview Schedule ccnra tncd in APPCflf.iix C. After tho: interview, the respons~
were used by the inte rviewer to assign ra tings, using the nine-point scales of
Appendix D, for each of the eleven process characterist ics. The sum of these
eben ralings became the home's score on the Index of Educa t ional Environment.
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The mothe rs also completed the Sclf-Dc5Cription QUcstiol,n:.;re for their
children. Th e parent was instructed to fill out jhc qu estionnaire as if she ( the
mOlher) were the child. In othe r word s, the mother had to II')' 10 guess how
her child answered each of the 62 question s.
TABLES
The Number of Parents
Intervtcwcd per Classroom
Parents lmervi.......cd From:
Class room I Classroom 2 Classroom 3
"""Girls
15 14 15
In addition, data concern ing the sociological characterist ics of the home and
the family structu re were collected by having the mother provide the information
to completethe Information Blankat the time of the interview.
FinaUy, the parents were asked to show their child's report card. From
this, th e student 's final mark in mathema tics and language arts were noted . This
piece of information was asked last to guard against interview bias. The
shortest vL~it took approximately 90 minutes while the longest visit took about
140minutes.
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Analysis of Data
!::Im~
To examine this hypothesis, correlations w ill be calculated between (i) the
educat ional environmen t as meas ured by the I.E.E . and total academic
achievement. and ( ii) each status measure of the sociological status
characteristics lind total academic achievement. The Index of SOCillI Class will
be presented in items of the Warner Scale and the Revised Scale. The
correlations between academic achievement and Index of Social Class, using the
two scales, will be compa red to see if the revision to the Warne r Scale adversely
affectsthe results.
Here, separate multiple correlations will be calculated using the Index of
Educational Environment and each of the sociological status characteristics as
predictor variables for 10laJ academic achievement. Similarly, by calculating
multiple correla tions, additiona l variance in tota l acade mic achievement will be
explained when Index of Educational Environme nt is added to each sociological
statuscharacteristic.
Hypo lhe ~ is Three
Correlations will be calculated between (i) academic self-concept and total
academic achievement. and (n) nonacademic self-concept and total academic
achievement The null hypothesis to be tested is that the difference between
the two correlation coefficients is equal to zero. This hypothesis will be tested
using the one-ta iled t-tes t for cor related samples ar the 0.01 level of
signifw:ance.
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Furthe r analysi~ of Hypothe sis Thr ee will include the calcula tion of
correlat ion coef fic ients between each dimension of self-concept with ruath cmatics,
language arts, and tota l achievement. Also, a stepwise multiple reg resston
analysis will be performed using mathema tics, language arts achievemenl , and
total achievement as dependent variables, and students ' sell-concept with respect
to mathematics,language art s. andallschool subjects as predictors.
~
In order to lest thls hypothesis, cor relatio n coefficients will he calcu lated
for each of the three sell-concept variables with total academic achievement.
Theil, multiple correlatio n coefficients will be co mputed usir.g the Index of
f:.ducational Environment with each of the self-concept va riables to predic t total
academic achievemen t.
~
Hypothesis Five will be tested by compu t ing the correlation coefficients
between students' self-concept in a subject and their achieve ment in that
subject. Finally, differences related to gender will he tested by using Fisher's
z-transformation.
Hyootheses Six HndSeven
To test these hypothese.~. for each of the seven dimensions of self-concept
and for total self-concept, correlation coe fficients will be calculated between the
ratingsof students and the rat ings inferred by both teache rs and parents.
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I~ order 10 a nswer Question One, cor relation coefficienls will be comp uted
between each of th e environment al process variables and each of mathe mat ics
and language arts achievement. Question One will also be analyzed by
performing a step wise multi ple re gression analysis for academic achievement
while using the process variables aspred ictors.
Question 1Wo will be analyzed by first finding the cor relatio n coefficients
ben....een each of the environmental process variables and each of academic sell-
concep t and nonaca demic self-conce pt, A multiple regression analysis will also
be performed for academic and nonacademic se lf-co ncept while using the
envlroamenta l processvariables aspredictors.
Question s Three a nd Four
These tw o quest ions will be a nalyzed by comp uting co rrelation coefficients
between family structure variables of birth order and number of siblings living at
hom e with each of Index o r Educational Environmen t, nonacademic self-concept,
academic se lf-concept, mathe matics achievement, language art s achievement, and
toral echievemeer.
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CHAP1ER 4
ANALYSISOF DATA
Al: stated in the previous chapter, there were 44 sets of interviews
conducted with the pare nus) of the stud ents who completed the Self-Description
Quesfionnaire. All 44 mothers, but only 4 father s pnnlcipated There WCf C 6
fathers who were either deceased, separated or divorced. When the fathers
participated, it was noted that they were very active in answe ring the question s
alongwith their wives.
A minor problem in analyzing the dat a aro se in the 6 cases whereby fath er s
were deceased, separated or divorced. For example, the values for the 3
sociological status measures were necessarily lower for single parent families. In
other words , it was nor known if father' s occupat ion and lather' s education
should be given a value of zer o, or whether the students con cerned should be
excluded from the an alysis altogether. It was decided to do two separa te
analyses when sociological sta tus characteristics were present . One analysis was
carried out on aU 44 students (22 boys and 22 girls) while entering zero for the
missing data . In the second analysis. students of the single parent families were
omilled. The number of cases in this analysis is therefore reduced to 38,
consistingof 16 boys and 22 girls.
Analysis of 11ypotheses
Students' scores on the Index of Educational Envir onment will be more
highly related to academic achievement than will their Sociological
Status Characteristics.
Te test this hypothes is, corr elation coefficients we re first calculated between
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each of the indices and Tota l Academic Ach ievement These corre lations
reported inTabl e 6.
TABLE 6
Corr elatons o f AcademicAchi cvcment with the
Indexof Educational Envi,.onment and
theStatus Measur es
N=44 N=38
P r
Indexof EducationalEnvi ronment
( 1£E.) 0,7571 0.000 0.7126 0.000
Index of SocialC lass(War ner) 0.8650 0.000 0.8331 0 .000
Index of Social Class(Revised) 0.8837 0.000 0.8694 0.000
CombinedParents ' Occupation 0.8203 0.000 0.81 41 0.000
Combined Paren ts' Education 0.8664 0.000 0.889S· 0.000
Note: The asteri sk' indicate s a correlation coefficie nt ~ign ificantly
greater than that fa rl.E. E. (p c 0.01 ).
As shown in Table 6, contrary to the hypothesis. the correlations with Tot al
Academic Achievement for the sociological sta tus cha racteristics were aU lar ge r
than for the Index of Educat io nal Envi ronmen t. The next step was to lest the
differences, using the t -test for correlated samples. O nly in one case, that of
Combined Parents ' Ed ucation for N .. 38, was th e differ ence'! statistically
significant However, since th ere was no support for the pr edicted direction.
Hypothesis 1 was rejected. The findings here disagree with those of Dave (1963)
who reported correla tion ccefflcie nrs of 0.799, -0.018, 0.056, and 0.273 between
total achievemen t scores and e ach of Index o f Educational Environme nt, Index
of Socia l Class, fathers occupa tion, and paren ts' educa tion, respective ly (p. 69).
The correlation or 0.799 between tou t ach ievement scores and Index of
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Educational Environment Wl1S foun d by Dave (1963) to be significantly higher
th an each of the other three a tthe 0.05 level.
The findings presented in Table 6 also challenge the view held by Walberg
and Marjoribanks (1976) and th e British Psychologica l Society (1986) who
suggested that "material ci rcumstan ce and class position seem less important than
what may be referred to as fam ily 'climate', which includes parents' asp irations
and altitudes and the support a nd encouragement for their child's schooling"
(British Psychological Society, 1986, p. 124). The findings presented in Table 6
suggest that the Index of Socia l Class, Combined Pa rents' Occ upation, and
Combined Parents' Educat ion are jusl as important as th e Index of Educational
E nvironment in determining the academ ic achievement (or th e samp le of grade V
students selected for this study. Furthermore, for N .. 38, Co mbined Parents'
Education ismore importan t than the Indexof Educat ional Environment.
Table 6 indicates th at the correla tion for the In dex of Social Class
(Revised), which used a w eight o f 8 for parents' occupat io n, inste ad of 4 as in
War ner's scale, turned o u t to be almost identical to tha t of the Warner scale.
Co nsequently, in subsequen t analyses. onlyth e revised scale will be used.
Table 7 displays the detaile d correla tions of the indices and all their
dimensions with students' scores o n mathematics and language a r ts, as well as
with total scores on both. Excep t for Use of the Mass Media, th e corre lations
betw een each of the p rocess variables and academ ic achi evement were
stat isticallysignificant (p .. 0 .000).
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TABLE ?
Correlations Betweenilome EIlvironlflCftl Variables
and Academic AdUevemcnl (N . 44) -
M1tbcmara Language Arts Toul
, p p
Indexof Ed.Environment .6983 .000 .74 14 .000 .75 7 1 .000
Activiliesof Family .n 44 .000 .7843 .000 .7923 .000
Achievement Press .,99 .000 .9168 .000 .9169 .000
Academic: Insight .8251 .000 .1269 .000 .W0 9 .000
AcademicGuida~ .6056 .000 .5995 .000 .63US .000
language Models .5752 .000 .69 14 .000 .669 1 .000
Useor MassMedia .QJOO .841 ,0437 .778 .0398 .79S
Inde or sccal Ctass .8834 .000 .8086 .000 .8837 .000
Father'sOccupatioll .7730 .000 .6701 .000 .7550 .000
Mother's Oc.cupation .6451 .000 .6299 .000 .6612 .000
Source orIncome .8205 .000 .6765 .000 .7792 .000
HousingTyre .8299 .000 ,7809 .000 .8438 .000
DweUingArea .8235 .000 .7766 .000 .83n .000
Combinc:dParents' Qc:e. .8133 .000 .7381 .000 .814 1 .000
Combined Parents' Ed .8740 .000 .8182 .000 .8895 .000
Father's Education .7650 .000 .6856 .000 .7627 .000
Mother'sEducaiioo .7.534 .000 .7405 .000 .7804 .000
- Foe Fathen Oa:upalion. Falbcrs Education, Combined Parents' Oa:up.tion.. and
Combined Plrents' Educalion. N • 38.
Students' r.cademic achievement car. be predicted 10 a greater extent
when their Index of Educational Environment is rombined with their
SociologjctlStatusCNraeterislic5.
To tesl this hypothesis. separate multiple correlations were calculated U, illg
the Index of Educational Environment, and each of the Sodologkal Status
Characteristicsaspredictorvariables for TotalAcademic Achievement.
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TABLES
Additionalvariance inTotal AcademicAchk"Vcmcnt Explained
When Social Status Charadcristics Are Added Separately
to Indexof EducationalEnvironment
Variable Enter ed N =44
Rm R2
%
Index of Edu cational Environ ment .7571 57.3 .7126 50.1
+In dexo f Social C lass .9202 84.7 .9105 82.9
~ lld ~
Indexof Educational Environment .7571 57.3 .7126 50.1
+Combined Parents' Occupati on .8892 79.1 sn» 77.1
Dif ference 1.1Ji lZJ!
Indexof Edu cational Environm ent .7511 573 .7126 50.1
+Combined Parents' Educat ion .9196 84.6 .9355 87.5
~ aza ;4\
As shown in Table 8, the co rrelation be tween Total A cademic Achievclnent
aud the Index of Educa tional Environment for all 44 students was 0.7571.
Squaring this value indicates that S7.3 per cent of the variance in Total
Academic Achievement is ~xpla ined by the Index of Edu cational Environment.
When each of the Social Status Characteristics is added, an additional percentage
of the variance is explained . The Index of Social Class explains an additional
27.4 per cent, Combined Parents' Occupation 21.8 per cent, and Combined
Parents' Education 273 pe r cent. When the data were a nalyzed separately for
the 38 students with both paren ts, the correlation betwee n Total Academic
Achievement and the I.E.E . was 0.7126, with 50.1 per cen t of the variance
explained by the Index of Educational Environment, an add itional 32.8 per cent
explained by I.S.C., 27.0 pe r cent by Combined Parents' Occ upation. and 37.4 per
cenl by Combined Paren ts' Education. In each case, examination of the
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~ta t jnical signirlCaflCe of the bela weights of the additiona l variable indicated
Iha t th e change inR2 was statis t ica llysign ificant (p '" 0.000).
S;milarly, as shown in Table 9, as the Index of Educational Enviro nment was
combined separately with eac h of th e Social Status Characte rlsucs, additional
variance was explained, although somewhat less sa than when th e Soc ial Status
Chara eterislio were adde d las t. Th us, from both tables, H ypothes is 2 was
accepted.
TA BlE 9
Add itional Variance in Total A cademic A chievement Explained
When Indexof Educational Environment is Added
to EachSocial Sta tus Char acteristic
Variable N .. 44 N .. 38
Ent ered
Rm .'
Rm R2
% %
Index ofSocialClass .8837 78.1 .8694 75.6
+t nd ex oI&l l.!ca tional Environme n t .9202 84.7 .9105 82 .9
~ -.M -1J
CombinedParents'Occupation .8ill 68.3 .8141 66.3
+Index ofEducationalEnvironmen t .8892 79.1 .8779 77.1
Ilil!<= JJl.§ JJl.§
CombinedParents' Education .8664 75. 1 .8895 79.1
+Index ofEducational Environment .9196 84.6 .9355 87.5
Ilil!<= .!2..l ..M
The flllding:; presented in Tables 8 and 9 are in agreement with the views
held lYJ researchers such as Ha lsey (1975) and Soon-Jones (1984 ) who point out
that the family is embedded in ot her ccnrexe. As a res ult, Academic
Achievement cannot be totally explained by examining one variable. Other
variables have to be take n into account. The results a re also in agreement with
7J
the findings by Dave (1963). Using multiple regression analysis. the Index of
Educa tional Environme nt was used as an addi tional pred ictor variable with th e
corre lation b etween to u t ac hieveme nt scores and each of I.Q., parents '
educa tion, father's occupation, a nd the Index of Social Class. D ave (1963, p. 73)
found that the Index o f Educa tional E nvironme nt significantly Increased tile four
correlation coefficients at the O.OS level. As previously poin ted out, however ,
each Sociological Status Charac teristic adds more to th e Index of Educationa l
Environment th an the Index of Educat ional Environment adds to the Sociologkal
Status Characte ristics. Further more, the results presented in Table 8 indicate
that Combined Parents' Education adds as much to the variance expla natlcn as
the Index of Social C lass, and its initial correlation with achievemen t is similar.
This suggests that, in the interes t of par simony, the cu mbersom e Index of Social
Class maybedispensed with infavo ur of Co mbined Par ents' Educa tion.
Hypothesis Three
Stu dent,' academic achievem ent will be more highly correlated with
their acade micself-conceptthan with th eir nonacademic sel f-concept .
To test hypothes is thre e , corre lation coefficients were first computed
between Total Academic Achie vement and each of Academic Self-Concept and
Nonacademic Self-Concept asshown inTable to.
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TABLE 10
Correlations of Academicand Nonacademic Self-Concept
WithTotal AcademicAchievement (N :: 44)
AcademicSelf-Concept
NonacademicSelf.Concept
.9749
.0912
.000
.556
The correlatio n coefficient of 0.9749 between Total Academic Self-Concep t
and Total Achievement was statistically significant (p '" 0.010). However, the
correlation coefficient of 0.0912 between Nonacademic Self-Concept and Total
Academic Achieveme nt was not Using a one-tailed lest of significance. ' this
difference was found to be statistically significant at the 0.01 level. Thus,
hypothesis three was accepted. The correlation coefficie nt of 0.0912 between
Nonacademic Self-Concept and Academic Achievement is in close agreemer to
similar values found by Marsh, Smith, and Barnes (1985. p. 589), and V 1rsh,
Parker, and Smith (1983. p. 70) who reported values ranging from -0.08 10 -0.18,
and 0.01 to ·0.15 respectively. In essence, academic ability is uncorretat ed with
Nonacademic Self-Con cept subscales. Similarly, the corre lation coefficient of
0.9749 between Total Academic Achievement and Acad emic Self-Concep t compares
favorably with a value of 0.91 found by Song and Hattie (1984, p. 1276). The
value reported in this study is much higher, however, than the value reported by
Marsh et al. Marsh, Smith, and BarPCS ( 1985), and Marsh, Parker, and Smith
( 1983) reported values ranging from about 0.50.
Correlations were also calculated between each dimension of sell-concept and
mathematics, language arts, and total achievem ent. As can be seen from Tahle
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11, only o ne of the dime nsions of Nonacademic Sell-Co ncept had corr elat ion
coefficients significilntly diffe rt:nl from zero, namely Relationship with Pare nts,
which was correlated 0.4890 with mathemat ics, 0.5 111 whh language a rts, and
O.S2S1 with total ach ievement. However, all thr ee dimens ions of Academic Se lf-
Conceptwere correlated with the achievement measures.
TABLEtt
Correlations Between Sclr.co nccpl Dimensions
and AcademicAchievement (N = 44)
Mathe ma tics Language A rts Total
r p r p r
Nonacademic Self-Concept .0163 .917 .1441 .351 .0912 .556
PhysicalAbililies -.0578 .710 -.0743 .632 -.0696 .653
Physical Appearance -.2039 .184 -.030B .843 -.1135 .463
Relations with Peers -.:441 .351 -.1033 .505 -.1275 AI D
Relations with Parents .4890 .ooi .5111 .000 .525t .000
Aca de mjeSelf-Co ncept .9469 .000 .9137 .000 .9749 .000
Math ematics .8891 .MO .6564 .000 .8005 .000
Language Ar ts .831S .000 .9462 .000 .9384 .000
AUSChool Subjects .9084 .000 .9174 .000
.9'" .000
Ove rall Self·Co ncep t .8780 .000 .8576 .000 .9100 .000
Table 12 displays the r esults of stepw ise multipl e regression ana lyses usi ng
Mathematics Achievem ent, Language A rts Achie vemen t, and To tal Achieveme nt as
dep endent var iables, and stud ents' self-co nce pt with respect to Math emat ics ,
Languag e Arts and All SChoo l Subj ects as p redi ctor s.
Seif-cencept in AU School Subject s was fo und to be correla ted 0.9084 with
Achievemen t in M:lthe matics, constribut ing 82.5 per ce nt of the variance . Wh en
set:-eonCt'flt in Mathema tics was adde d to the e quati o n, the multiple R incr eased
to 0.9565 al...i(he amount of exp lained vari ance 10 9 ).s per ce r a.
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Self-concept in Language Arts was found to be cor rela ted 0.9463 with
Achievement in Language Arts, explaining 89..5 per cent of the variance. When
self-concept in All School Subjects was added \0 the equation. the correlat ion
lucrea....ed to 0.9589 and the expla ined variance to 92 pe r cen t.
For total achievement, self-concept in All School Subject..
0.9584, exp:ain ing92 pe r cent o f the va ria nce . When self-co ncep t in Language
TABLE 12
Slcpvorise Multiple Regression Analyses for AcademicAchievement
Using Academ ic Self-Concep ts in Mathe mat ics. Langu age Arts,
a nd AU School subjects as Predictors
correlated
Self-eon.:eptVariable S''P R2
MathematicsAdJievement
AllSChool SubjectsS-C .9084 .3252 .000
MathematicsSelf-Concept .9563 .9150 .000
Langu;lI!CAlb Achieve."Tlent
Language Arts Sell-Concept .9463 .8954 .000
AU SchoolSubjectsS-C .9589 .9195 .000
Total t\cbjevement
AllSchool SubjectsS-C .9584 .9185 .000
Language Arts Self.·Concept .9748 .9502 .000
MathematicsseJf-eoncept .9807 .9619 .000
Arts was added to the equation, the correle-ton increased to 0.9748 and explained
variance to 95 per cent. When self-concept in Mathematics was also added to
the equation, the correlation increased to 0.9807 and explained variance to 96.19
per cent.
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HypQ\he~ i~ Fllur
Students' total acade mic achieveme nt will be predicted 10 a grea ter
extent when thei r se lf-co ncept is combi ned with the Index of
EducationalEnvironment.
To lest Hypothesis Four, correlation coefficients of each of the three self-
concept var iables with total academic achie vemen t were computed . Multiple
correlation cocffklents were then comp uted combining the Index of Educa tional
Environment with each of the self-concept variables to predict Tota l Academic
Achlevemem.
TABLE 13
Correlationsof Self-COnceptVariableswith Total Academic
Achievement, and the Additional Co ntnoo tions
by the Index of Educational Environme nt
, R
(Self-Concept (Sel f-Concept
Variable with Variable + I.E£. P
Self-Concept Academic with Academic (I.E .E.
Variable Achievement) Achievement) beta)
Total5-C .9100 .000 .9333 .001
AmdemicS-C .9749 .000 .9756 .299
NonacademicS..c .0912 .556 .8875 .000
As shown in the above Tab le, the Pea rson corre lation coefficient between
total self-concept and total acade mic achievement was 0.9100. When the Index
of Educat ional Environmen t was combined with tota l sel f-concep t, the Multiple R
was 0.9333. The 0.001 significance of the Index of Educa tional Environmen t beta
weight indica ted that the Index of Educational Environment made a stat istically
signirlCant add ition to the correl ation. However , the addition of Index of
Educational Environment til academic sell-co ncep t ra ised the correlations fro m
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0.9749 only 10 0.9756, an increase nOI statistically significant. By ilSe!!, the
nonacademic self-concept correlation of 0.0912 was not statislically slgniflcant.
The combined correlation with Index of Educationa l Environment was 0.8875.
However, it should be noted that the original corre lation of Index of Educational
Environment with academic achievement was 0.8837. Thus, Hy pothesis Four was
accepted for total self-concept and for nonacad emic self-concept, but rejected
for academicsell-concept,
This fintling supports the claim by Shavelson and B,11u5 (1982), Marjoribanks
(1979), and Song and Hattie (1!)84) who suggested that other variables, such as
home environmenta l variables , could strengthen the often diverse relation
between students ' self-conc. ; I and total academic ach ievemen t. In this study,
home enviro nmen ta l variabl es wer e measu red by Index of Educational
Environment which increased significantly the relation s between each of lota l
self-concept and nonacademic self-concept with academic achievement . The
relation between academic self-concept and acad emic achievement
strengthened , however, bythe addition of Index of Educat ional Environment.
~
Students' sell-concept in a specific subject will be positively correla ted
with their achievement in tha t par ticular subject.
To lest Hypothesis Five. corre lation coefficie nts were computed between
students' self-concept in a subject and their achievement in that subject . The
results are shown in Table 14.
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TABLE 14
Correlat ions Between Self-Concept and Achievement in
Mathematic; and Language Arts, byGender
Language Arts
, p
------~M~'~th-'m-aiJ'=·"c-----==:::-7=--
, p
Boys
Girls
Total
.9171
.8628
.SS91
.000
.000
.000
.9328
.9559
.9462
.000
.000
.000
Probabilityof Gender
Difference A 12 .503
For Mathematics, the correlatio ns between achievement and self-co-cep t was
0.8891 (or all students, 0.9171 for boys. and 0.8628 for girb, For Language Arts,
the corresponding correlation coefficients were 0.9462, 0.9328, and 0.9559. All
coefficient.' were statist icaUy different from 0 (p = 0.0(0). Thus, Hypothesis
Fivewas accepted.
In addition, using Fisher 's Zctransfcrrnatjnn, tests were carr ied OUt to see
whether the correlation for boys differed from those of girls. As the 0.412 and
0.503 probabilities indicate, the re were no sta tistically significant differ ences in
these correlations, bygender.
The results displayed in Table 14 are mu ch higher than values reported
elsewhere. The correlation coefficient of 0.8891 between self-concept in
Mathematia and achievement in Mathematics is much higher than the value of
0.55 report ed by Mar sh. Relich, and Smith (1983, p. 184) and the value of 0.70
reported by Marsh, Smit h, and Barnes (1985, p . 589). Similarly, the correlation
roefrlCient of 0.9462 between self-concept in Languag e Art s and achievement in
Language Arts is much higher than the corresponding values found by Marsh and
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his colleagues. Mllrsh, Parker, and Smith (198:i, p. 69) reponed values of 0.20,
0.35, and 0.57, while Mars h, Rclich, and Smith ( 1983. p. 184) and Marsh, Smith,
and Barnes(1985,p. 589) reported values0[0.22 and 0.43 respecrlvely.
There will be a positive student-teacher agree ment on all of the self-
conceptdimensicns.
For each of the seven dimensions of self-concept and for total self-concept,
corre lations coefficients were calculated between the ratings of stu\lents and the
rarlngs inferred byreache rs.
TABLE IS
Corr elations Between Students and Teachers on
the Seven Dimensionsof Self-COncept
Sc1f..coo.:eplDimcnsion
Physica.l Abililies
PhysicalAppearance
Relationshipwith Peers
Rela lionshipwith Parents
LanguageArts Self-Concept
MathematicsSelf-Concept
School SubjectsSelf-Concept
Total Self-COncept
r(Student-Teacher
Agreement)
03563
003930
0.0405
-0.0812
0.8592
0.9066
0.9266
0.7000
0.009
0.004
0.386
0.30Q
O.OOQ
O.OOQ
0.000
0.000
As M10Wt1 in 'fab le 15, all but two coefficients were statistica.1ly signific'lIlt
(different from 0 et the 0.01 level). Teachers were able 10 predict the self-
concepts of students in Language Arb (r .. 0.86), in Mathematics (0.91), and in
All School Subjects (0.93). They were less able to predict the self-concepts of
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students with regard to physical appea rance (0.39). They were still Jess
successful with physical abilities (r ., 0.36), and were unable 10 predict students'
sell-concepts with respect to relationships with peers (r '" 0.04) or with parents
(.{I.OS). For overall self-concept, the coefficient was 0.71 (50 per cent of the
variance).
The data support the conclusion that grade five teachers know how pupils
feel about themselves in relation to their school sublecrs, bUI they do not know
much about how students feel about themselves in regard 10 physical appearance.
physical abilities, and especia lly with respect 10 their rela tionships with parent s
and peers. Thus, teacher inferences about student se lf-concepts strongly support
the validity of the instrument to measure self-concept with respect to school
subjects,but notwith respect to the other dimensions.
T here will be a positive student-parent agreement on all of the self-
concept dimensions.
For each of the seven dimensions or self-concept and for to tal self-concept,
correlation coefficients were computed between the ratings of students and their
ratings inferred by their paren ts (chiefly mothe rs]. The resu lts are presen ted in
Table16.
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TABLE 16
Corrclations Between the Students and Parents on
The Seven Dimensions of Self-Concept
Self-Concept Dimension
Physical Abilities
Physical Appearance
RelationshipwithPeers
Relationsh ip with Parent s
LanguageArts Self·Concept
Malhemati~ Self-Concept
SChool Subjec ts Self-Con cept
TotalSelf-Concept
r(Stutlent-Parenl
Agreement)
0.0706
O.:BSI
·0.0 191
0.1550
0.9309
0.8944
0.9442
0.8440
0.325
0.0\3
0.451
0.158
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Half the coefficient s were statistically significant (different from 0 at the
0.01 leYel), the others were not. Like teachers, parents were able to predict the
self-concept of their children in Mathematics (r = 0.89), in Language Arts (0.93)
and in all school subjects (0.94). Again, like the teachers, parents were less
able to predict the self-concept of their children with respect to physical
appearance (0.34). Also, they were much less successful with respect to physical
abilities (r >: 0.07), with relationships with parents (0.16), and with peers (r ...
0.02). The correlation coefficient for overall self-concept was 0.84 (71 per cent
of the variance).
The data support the conclusion that the mothers of grade five students
know how their children fed about themselves in relation to their school
subjects, but they know little about how their children feel about themselves in
regard 10 physical appearance, physical abilities, or their relationships with
peers or even with parents. Thus, parent inferences about student self-concepts
strongly support the validity of the instrument 10 measure self-concept with
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re spect to school subjec ts, but nOI with respe ct tc the othe r d imensi ons.
Analysisof Qu C5lions
~
How arc the ral ings on the environmental process val iables related to
specific-subject achievement, suchas mathematicsand language arts?
To answer Quest ion One, correlation coefficients were fin.. computed
between each of the environmental process variables and each of Mathematics
an d Language Arts achievement. This is presented in T abt , 17.
TABlEt7
Correla t ions of Environmen t v ariables will' Achieve ment
in Mat hematics an d Language Arts (N '" 44)
Ma thematics LanguageArts Total Ach .
Precess Variable r p r p r p
Activities of Family .7244 .000 .7843 .000 .7923 .000
Achievement Press .8199 .000 .9168 .000 .9 169 .00 0
AcademicInsight of
the Parents .825 1 .000 .7269 .000 .8089 .000
Academic Guidance .6056 .000 .5995 .000 .6305 .000
Language Mooels .5752 .000 .6914 .000 .6691 .000
Use of Mass Media .0300 .847 .0437 .778 .0398 .399
TOlal(I.E.E.) .6983 .000 .7414 .000 .7571 .000
The above Table shows that for five process characteristics, the correlation
coefficients were statistically significant The sole exception was Use of the
Mass Media, which was correlated 0.03 with Mathematics achievement and 0.04
with Language Arts achievement. In other words, Use of Mass Media is
uncorrclated with achievement in Mathematics and Language Arts. Th is suggests
that the manner in which the mass media is used in the homes, of this sample of
students, is nOI related to achievement in these twosubject areas.
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The next step in answering Question One was \0 ca rry out stepwise multiple
regression ana lysis. The re sults are shown in Table 18.
TAB LE 18
Stepwise M uh ipl e Regress ion AnaJ)'Sd'for A cadem ic Achievem ent
UsingProcessVariablesasPredictors
Step R2
Ma!h<Jnilig
AcademicInsight of Parents .8251 .6808 .000
Achie...ementPress .8904 .7928 .000
1!.!l&u~
AchievementPress .9168 .8405 .000
Th..~eYement
AchievementPress .9169 .8408 .000
AcademicJnsight .9447 .8924 .000
For achievement in Mathematics, Academic Insight of Parents was found to
be correlated 0.8251. con tributing 68.08 per cent of the variance. When
Achievement Press was added to the equation, the Multiple R increased to 0.8904,
and the amount of explained variance increased to 79.28 per cent. All other
process variables, when added to the regression equation did not significantly
increase the amounl of explained variance at the O.OI /eve!.
For Language Arts achievement, Achievement Press was found to be
correlated 0.9168, contributing 84.05 per cent of the variance, with no other
process variable, as shown in Table 18, conlributing any statisticauy significant
8'
For tolal achievement scores, Achievement Press with a correlation of 0.9169
contr ibuted 84.08 per cent of the variance, Academic Insight made an additional
statistically signifICant contribution, raising explained variance to 89.24 per cent.
How are the ratings on the environmenta l process variables related to
studenlS'academicandnonacadcmicself-concept7
To answer Question Two, correlation coefficients were first computed
between each of the environment process variables and each of academic and
nonacademic self-concept. As shown in Table 19, for all the process variables
except Use of Mass Media. the correlation coefficients with academic self-
concept were statistically significanl. However, for nunacademic self-concept,
none of the processvariables was statisticallysignificant.
TABLE 19
Correlations of Environmental Process variables with
Academic and NonacademicSelf-CoRCqlt{N '" 44)
Academic Nonacademic
Self-Concept Self-Concept
ProcessVariable r p r p
Activitiesof Family .8051 .000 .0808 .602
Achievement Press .8907 .000 .0928 .549
Academicln sightnf
the Parents .8469 .000 .0214 .890
AcademicGUidilnce .6236 .000 -.0708 .648
Language Modcls .6302 .000 -.0367 .813
Useof Mas.s Media
.0394 .800 -.2215 .149
Total (I.E.E.) .7522 .000 .0106 .945
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The next step in answering Question 2 was 10 carry out stepwise multiple
regression analysis. The results for academic self-concept are shown in Table
20.
TABLE20
StepwiseMultipleRegressionAna!y5is
for Acade mic self· Concept
Precess variable Step R2
Achievement Press
Academic InsightbyParents
.8907 .7934 .000
.9422 .88;7.000
Achievement Press was correlated 0.8907 accounting for 79.33 per cent of the
variance. When Academic Insight by Parents was added to the regressio n
equation, the Multiple R increased 10 0.9422, and a tala ] of 83.n per cent of the
variance was eKplained. No other process variable made a statistically significant
oonrnbut ion 10the variance.
For nonacademic self-concept, no variable made a statistically significant
contribution 10 variance.
Is there any relationship between family structure variables of birth
order and number of brothers and sisters living at home and Index of
Educational Environment, academe achievement, academic self-concept,
and nonacademicst!f-eoncept7
To answer these questions, simple cor relation coefficients were calculated
and reported inTable 21.
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TABLE 21
Correlations of FamilyStructure Dimensions with
lnda of Educa t ional Env iro nment, Self-Concept
and Achievement (N '" 44)
Indexof Educational Environment
Nonacademic Self-Concept
AcademicSelf-COncept
MathematicsAchievement
LanguageArtsAchievement
Total Achievemenl
Bir th Orde r
t p
· .0450 .772
.1552 .315
-.0923 .551
-.1038 .503
-.0728 .634
-.0884 .568
No.ofSiblings
t p
.0150 .923
.1865 .225
-.0023 .988
-.0422 .786
-.0457 .768
-.0421 .786
As Indicated in Table 21 above, no statlstlca lly significa nt relatio nships were
found. The correlation coefficients ranged from ·0.1038 10 0.1865. It can be
said that birth order and number of siblings living al home have no effect on
Index of Educational Environment, self-concept dimensions, and achievement in
MathematicsandLanguage Arts.
Addi tional Analysis
Additional multiple regression analysis was carried out for each of the three
achievement variables. The choice or the independent variables, listed in Table
22. was based on the foUowing procedure. First, the correla tion of each with
the dependent variables had to be statistically significant (p c 0.01), Then. (or
groups of variables, the tot al was chosen if its product-moment correlatio n
exceeded that of its components; otherwise the components with correlations
exceeding that of the total were chosen provided they survived a preliminary
stepwise regression analysis. The result, as shown in Ta ble 22, was seven
predictors for Mathematics achievement, six for Language Art s achievement, and
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e ight for total achievemen t.
TABLE 22
Independent Variabl es in Multip le Regression Equations Using
Achievem ent Meas ures as Depe nde nt Variables (N .. 44)
Independent Variable Math ema tics Language Arts Total
r r r
AcademicInsight .8251 .8089
Achievement Press .8199 .9168 .9169
Index of Social Class .8834 .H086 .8837
Combined Parents' Education .8550 ./1.036 .8664
Relationshipwith Parents .4890 .su: .5251
MathematicsSeJf·Concept .8891 .8005
Language Arts Sell-Concept .9462 .9384
All School Subjects S·C .9084 .9174 .9584
"Indicates a variablenot included in the regression analysis
However, of the seven predictors for Mathematics achievement, only three
contributed to the Mulliple R. As shown in Table 23, AU SChool Subjects Self-
Concept contributed 82.52 per cent of the va riance in Mat hema tics achievement,
Mathemat ics Self-Concept raised the predicted variance to 91.5 per cent, and
Indcx cf Soclal Class ra ised it to 93.55 per cent.
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TABLB23
Stepwi:l.c Multiple Reg. ession Analysisfor Academic Achievement
Usi ng Selected Statistically Significant Predictors
Va riable Step R R'
-
All SchoolSubjects S·C .9084 .8252 .000
MathematicsSelf-Concept .9565 .9150 .000
IndexofSoci aIOass .9672 .9355 .001
~
Language Arts s elf-Concept .9463 .8954 .000
Achievement Press .%06 .9228 ,ala
AllSchool SubjectsSoC .9654 .9321 .025
Total AdUevement
All SchoolSubjectsSoC .9584 .9185 .000
LanguageArts Self·Concept .9748 .9500 .000
Mathematics Self-Concept .9807 .9619 .007
Achievement Press .9833 .9670 .015
Combin ed Par ents ' Edu cation .9855 .9713 .022
For Language Arts achievement, three of the six predictors contributed
significantly to the multiple regression equation • Language Arts Sell-Concept,
Achievement Press, and All School Subjects Self-Concept. Together, they were
associated with9311 per cent of the variance in Language Arts achievement.
For total achievement, five of the eight predictors contributed to the
multiple regression equation • All School Subjects Self-Concept, Language Arts
Self-Ccncepr, Mathematics Self-Concept , Achievement Pr ess and Combined
Parents' Education. Together. they were associated with 97,13 per cent of the
variaoce in total achievement.
Neither Academic Insight nor Relations with Parents Self-Concept contributed
10 either of the three regression equations. Also. although not shown in the
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Tables, similu analyses using stude nts with one parent (N = 38) yielded virtually
identica lresulu.
Since a case can be made that academic sclf-roncepu are the result ra ther
than the cause of academic achievemen t, it was decided 10 carry out the
regression analysis using the variables of Table 22 with the exception of the
thr ee acadcm ieKif-concept va riabt es . Th is IInalysis ispr e sented be low.
TABLE 24
Stepwise Mulliple Regress io n A nalysis for AcademicAchieve ment
Using Selected Sta tistically Significant Predktors
Other than Acad em ic ScJr-Conecpl Varial ,lcs
Variable Step
.'
Mathemaltes
IndexofSoci.aIO ass .8834 .7803 .000
Acadt:mic Insight of Parents .9229 .8517 .00 '
Achievement Press .9332 .8108 .02<J
~
Achievement Press .9168 .8405 .000
IndexofS lXw 03ss .9311 .8610 .007
Total Adl jevement
Achievement Press .9169 .8408 .000
Indc:r:olSocial O ass .9587 .9191 .000
Ac.ademiclnsigbtoCParenls .9668 .9).47 .004
As shown in Table 24, the three variables Index of Social Class, Academ ic
Insight of Parents, and Achievement Press combined 10 produce a Mulliple R of
0.9332 explaining 87.08 per cent of the variance in Mathematics achievement,
with each making a statisticaUy significant contribution. For Language Am
achievement. the two variable! Achievement Press and Index of Social O a:o;s
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produced a Multiple R of 0.9311, cKplaining 86.70 per cent of the variance.
(Academ ic Insishl of Pare nts was nol ente red into the equa tlou.] For tolal
achievement, Achievement Press, Index of Social Class, and Academic Insight of
Parents produced a Multiple R of 0.9668, explaining 93.47 per cent of the
variance. The two variables Combined Parents' Education and Relationships with
Paren ts made no statistically significant co ntribution to these Multiple R's .
CII AI'TER 5
SUMM ARY. CONCLUSiO NS, AND RECO M MENDATIONS
Summary
The ability to impr ove student s' academic achievement until gradual ion, from
at least high school. is a basic concern of all educators and was the focus of
much attention in thi s province duri ng the latter pilrl of 19M and 1987 when the
Report of the Royal Commission on Employmen t and Unemployment {I986) was
being examined. The background repor t on educat ion, Education for Self·
Reliance ( 1986) made some predicted, but start ling, comments ahout education in
this province. Those pertinent 10 this study can be summarized by saying that
Newfoundland students genera lly underachieve in school as compared 10 their
Canadian counterparts. While 30 per cent of the Newfoundland Iilhour force had
less than nine years of formal schooling, the Canadian average is only 19 per
cent. The Report suggested that the schoo l system is to blame for these low
aua fnmcnt lcvcls due to its inability to entice stu dents to stay in school.
In the past, Gover nment and ed ucators have looked ar ways to improve
schlevemem in the schools. However, these efforts have focussed mostly on "in
school' improvements such as bcuer build ings and increased facilities. These
efforts have pe rhaps helped improve achievcmen t, hut more work has to be done
as these improvements have levelled off below, unfortunately, an "acceptable"
level. In order to further increase acade mic achievement, educa tors are forced
to look: at other variables that are te rmed 'out -of-school" or social factor s. Th is
study attempted to examine the vari ous re lations that exist between two such
facton, self-concept and the educa tional envi ronmen t in the home, with academic
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achievement. If st rDrlg relations do exist, as this study set out to dete rmine ,
then improvements in such areas should lead to improvements in students'
academic achievement. If such factors are examined at each grade level, then
any "low" scores that occur ca n be improved by qualified personnel and
programs. Ideally, if problems are identified and corrected when they <-cur,
then underachievement should not occur (or at least not to the extent that it is
occurring at present). The result is tha t students will have a better chance of
obtaining the prereqalsite skills necessary for subsequent grades. become less
frusua ted wi!h the subject mat te r, and hopefully Slay in school until grade X II.
It was decided 10 use self-concept as one of the social factors. as it has
been recognized as a valued outcome througho ut history. More specifically,
improvement in self.roncep t is said to facilitate improvements in othe r areas ,
particularly in academic achieve ment. Self-concept is seen he re as a
multifaceted and hierarchica l structure which is the most recent of a series of
approaches traced back to the Symbolic Interactionism point of view. This
mult ifaceted, hier archical app roach is expressed in the Self- Descr iption
Questionnaire wbich test s two areas, academic and nonacademic self-concept.
Acade mic self-concept is further define d to include (i) self-concept in
mathematics, (ii) self-concep t in langu age arts, and (iii) self-concept in all school
subjects. Nonacade mic self-concept is divided into four categories. They are (i)
physical abilities, (ii) physical appearance, (iii) relations with peers and (iv)
relationship ,,; tb parents. The Self-Description Questionnaire conta ins ten
questions for each academic dimension and eight questions for each nonacade mic
dimension for a total of 62 questions. The response to each question ranges on
a five-point scale from false ( I) to true (5). Each of the 4 nonacademic scales
is measured b:!' eight positively wo rded items . Therefore, for each nonacademic
scale, the lowest possihle measure of scl f'l'llnccpt is II while the highest measure
is 40. The 3 academ ic scales are rncasarud try :1 Illt,,1 uf ~n ljuc"tions, of which
six arc neg<ltr.·c1y .....ordcd. Fllr these item s, the five-point scale .....as reve rsed
such Ihal a score o f 5 was given to th ose respund ing false ~tnd a score of 1 wa~
given to those respo nding true . For each o f the :1 :u,:tdemi c scales. the [owest
po ssihle measure W;l S 10 and thc higllCM 50. The uual self-concep t WOlS obtain ed
by the addition of the 3 academic :;I.·ale s and the 4 nunncad cmic l\l:;llcs. The
ln....-est score was 62 while the h ighest self-concep t .....as J 10,
The second social factor studied ....'as the heme en virnnlllenl. Mor e
5p& ifica lly, the home envh onmem was seen ill' one subset of th e tnt: ll
environme nt in which the student lives, and W:l.' defined hy (i) f:lmily structure,
(ii) sociological stat us ch:u acter isl;cs, and (iii) the edu c:ttinna l environment th:lt
exists in the home. Like self-concept , imp rovement in the horne is believed In
improve acad emic achievemen t. Fl!mily st ructure W:tS further defi ned hy birth
order a nd the numbe r o f bro ther s an d sisters living at home while sndnlllgk :tl
status char acteristics were measured hy parent s' comhlncd educatio n. parent.~'
occupa tion, and the Index of Social Class, The l nfor malin n Blank, admin ister ed
10 the pa rents d uring the interview, was llcsigne d to reveal dall! llhtJUt the
students' family str ucture and sociolog ical stat us characteristics. The thir d
measure of the home envi ronment , the educ a tiona l environment thnt exisls in the
home, was investigated hy interviewi ng pa rents (mo the rs) using an interview
schedu le modified from that first presented hy O:....e (1963), Th e 39 ljuestinn:\ in
the interview schedu le were rated according to 11 nine-point rlil ing !;Co11e an d
grouped inlO eleven proceJ;5 characteristics. Th e scon:s were aller aged and
rou nded off 10 the nea rest one and as a result , each process ch:lr:lcte ri!.tic
ra nged from I to 9. The Index of Educational Envi ronment, which ....."5 fnund by
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the addit ion of the eleven process chaTacter~l ics, grouped into six proccs.~
varilbl es, ra nged from II to 99 and served aJio a single numerical indica tor o f the
educational environ ment in the home.
This study was based on grade V Siudents who attended an elemental)'
school under the jurisdiction of the 51. l ohn's Roman Catholic School Board
during the 1986-87 school )lUI . The associate superintendent of this school
board showed a willingness to co-operate and gave the researcher permission to
enler the selected school in order 10 collect necessary data. The school selected
had the highest pop ulation of gra de V stude nts of a n)' el ementary schoo l with in
the jur isdiction of the board. Also, the socioeconomic status of these stude nu'
families was considered to be fairly hete rogeneous which allowed an adeq uate
study of th e home e nvironme nt.
II was initially hoped to obtain a random sample or 8 bo)'$ and 7 girls rrcm
e.ach of the 3 grade V classrooms. However, because some students were nor
present during testing and some parents were not wiUing to p3rticip:lle., 44
students were used These consisted or 8 boys and 7 girls in the firS!
classroom. 7 boys and 7 girls in the second. and 7 boys and 8 girls in the third
classroom. The parents and teachers or these students also pa rt kipa ted in the
study.
The 44 students completed the SDQ in June 1987. Final marks in
mathematics and language arts for each student were obta ined 10 represent
academic achievement. It was initially intended to use test scores in these
subjects dat ing back to three months (April, May, and June) prior to the stan or
the study. Final marks had 10 be used, however, as it is not the policy or the
St John's Roman Catholic School Board to issue students' marks. The Board did
release to the resea rcher the final marks of all students, hul the names were nOI
revealed Thc researcher nhtained c;ll'h slmlent's marks at the lillll' or the
intervll'W. To F,u ,,,d :lgainst hias the ch ild 's marks were H'l jIU'stl'd ill thl' end tlf
the interview. The mark s ..... ere thl'n stanl!.lfdiled to have ;1 lIll'"n of n ;lIul /I
standard de....lation nf 1.0. The students' Illl"] al';".Il'm ic aehicnollll'llt W;IS
and language art s.
To ",s~...' stude nt-teach er ;lpcel11 enl on the sclf-l'o nn' pt dinll'nsiulls. the
three grade V teac hers complet ed the SDO fur 1',1\:h ~t llll" nl ill th";r d" ss .....ho
p:ulicir:Iledin the stuuy.
The parents of the , hih.!ren w ho pilft il'ip;l\ed in the .\ lluJy were "b tl uscd in
the study. ln tcrvlc.....·.~ with these pare e-s were cunducre d from July 1'11i7 III
October , 19!17 at it convc ulcm pre.a rr;, n~cd time al .....hkh ti !lll~ lhe reseau'her
collected four sers of data . llrst, the p;Hent( .~ ) (mot he rs) .....ere inlen.·k .....ed
using an interview :It.tu:dul e based IM~cly nn the line uwd lly J);IW (1%.1) tn
determinc the educational envirnnmcnt th;lt I'Xi\t l'd in the horne '11,,~ p;uc nt(s}
then completed the lnfo rmation lII;mk which revealed d" l" abour rhc r:mlily
structure and the sucin lilgical stat us chM;H~t e f i sl il"l> Fin"Uy, the parl'ul(:o.)
complcted the SDQ tor thei r child
The re werc :;.even hypothesc :; and fo ur 'Iue sl i,," ~ e~,,,nilll·tl in Ihi\ tlJ<'sis
Data \lIere cnllccted and all,tl}'led in n manne r :t\ I" he~t f.'\'(';,1 illf" rrn:ltinn
ahout the propn~d hypl,th e.o,es and (juestinn s. A minor I'w hll'llJ in ~n"lr/in~ the
data arose in fl cases whe rchy fathcf~ were decca ced ur ""' p,,rah'd/l li~' llf ced . As
a result, it was no t kno.....n if ftlthcr' s 1l1'l'UI';ttilltl and fitt h l"' ~ Cli ·,, - , ' ·•. n shouhl
he given a value of 1.ero , or ....nether it \ hlluM he ,'.dude d hom th e ~ Illtl)'\ i s
altogcther , Since this wou ld affccl the ,1 \l l(.·i"l o~i(':t 1 ~1"lU\ mr;l\ \lrc\ , il '10';1\
decided to do twn scpafillc ;In,,l)'\es One " rMlp ls ....' t\ 1'1'I1", med un ;111 44
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students (22 boys and 22 girls) while entering zero for the mis.~ i ;] s cases. In the
second anaJl)'si!, students of slnele pare nt familie s were omitted. The number of
casesin this analysiswas reduced to 16 boys and 22 girls, for a total of 38.
The dala collected for this study did not support the first hypothesis,
namely that (he Index of Educational Environment (I.E.E.) we-Id be more highly
related than sociological status characte ristics 10 academ ic achievement. In fact,
the reverse was found. 5 ores on combined pa rents' education . on a revised
form of Warner' s Index of Social Class, and on comhined par ents' occupat ion
were all more highly related to achievement than were scores on a revised form
of Dave's Index of Educational Environment. This finding was in sharp contrast
to the literatur e, not that the correla tion of I.E.E. with achievement was so
much lower, but that the corr elations of the three sta tus measures were so rr uch
hisher than usual.
Hypothesis two was accepte d, namely that academic achievement would be
predicted to a greater extern when Index of Educatio nal Environment was
combined with sociological sta tus characteristics. While I .E£. by itself explained
S73 per cent of the variance using 44 students, Index of Social Class added 27,4
per cent, combined parents' occupation 21.8 per cent. and combined parents'
education 27.3 per cent, with similiar findings for the 38 stude nts who had both
parents. It is noteworthy that the simple measure of combined parents '
education added more variance than d id Warner 's cumbersome Index of Social
Oass.
The third hypothesis slated thai students' total academic achlevemem would
be more highly correlated with stude nts' academic self-concept than with
nonacademic self-corcept, This hypothesis was indeed supported by the data
collected, In fad, the correlat ion coefficient be tween acade mic self-concept and
academic achieveme nt [r 5 0.1)"/4'1 ) w ;\.~ ~ignificanl l)' higher than Ih "1 het.....ee n
nonacad emic Sclr'((lilCl.'pl an d afaJl'mie achie vemen t (r : tUl'll:! 1 at the 0.01
level, These IWO corrcf.ulons were also Il'1<>Te,J fur ~l'~ d ilferl'rll'l's hy using
Fhh cr's Z·tr anllforma tio n III the O.OS level u f signifk; lnce, The re were
Jirfcrenccs, howeVl'r,in~l(fure;l ehllf l hel""'(lfnrrcla t i\lns.
Hypothesis four, which Mated that 1\11 011 ;II'..dc mic achie vement would he
predicted 10 a greate r exte nt when studen t self-l'oncepl WiI,' combined with
I.E.E" received nnly p;lrti:11 suppl'rl. The correlation of nllllOll';lt!lomic seU,
concqu with achievement was rabcd Irom O.II·II:! III n. KK9~ hy Ihe ;lIltlilitln ol
I.E-E., Ihal for tlll;,1 scif-WIll"l'pl was r;li\ cu frnm 1I.·Jl lIlI tn 0.'1.'(10 (I' .. Il.llfll) .
Howev er , for academic st'lf,cllncep t, t he " Irl';\dy hi~h rurrclaticn nf n'I7 ,l'J WilS
raised 10 0,975(, (p .. 0.21}lJ), by th e addit ion nf I.E ,E,
Il ypot hcsis five stated tha t MUIll'nls' sclf.ctl nn: pt in ;1 sjwdfi c subject wlluld
he positively correlate d with achie veme nt in th.n Ilarticu br suhjn 'l. Th e
correlation between students ' sclf,mnccpl in m.uhemaucs <I nti ach icv, men t in
m.uhematlcs was O.K.'I'J I while Ihe correkuion betwee n slllllelll ~· ~c1 f-n lllrcl' l in
language arts an d achieveme nt in lansu agc arts wa.\ fou nd to he (1.11462 E'lfh nl
these correlat ion s W;IS ~ illJlifk;lnlly greater tha n zcru III the Uill level and nil
ulffe rl:ncesi n sex existed in e;n:h cnrrc!: llillOatthc O.nS level.
Ilypolh c.,i.~ sil and sewn. which prcuirtcll thaI le'Kht l\ aml p:lle lll.\ would
he able 10 infer The sclf-(:1lI1CCP1S or ~Iuclc nl~ u n all ~df-(:(I"n:l'l di fJIl'n~i" n"
received only par liaf ~uppnrt . I"c;lrhe f\ and pat e nts ( moMly rnuIJwr\ ) wer e ah le
10 infer quil e well wilh the scll-i:unCCpls of \ IUllcllh in I:,nl:n..~'(' ;U I~. in
millhcm:\lic:o.. a nJ in all Sl,'hllll l ~uhjC~h ( ~-"rlt'\; , li<lI\' f,m~ing fr"m UKh In 1I.'J4)
They were 1c.'>3 ahlc 10 ptl' J icl ~luJcflls' \elf-( 'nnITI'I \ \Po' ilh Iq :',l l tl 10 I,h~...ira l
appc; trancc (0.39 ;lOU 11.34 ) On ley were com plelely unable III Ilrctlin rq: ;lIllinj(
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relationships with peers or pa rents (0.16 to .0.08). Parents were less able than
teachers to pre dict regarding physical ;,hilities (0 .07 vs 0.36). The data support
the conclusion tha i while teachers lind parents know how pupils feel abo ut
themselves in relat ion to thei r school subjects. they know Iin le about studen ts'
feelings about themselves in regard to physical appearan ce or physic;l! abilities,
and they know noth ing abou t how st uden ts feel abou t their re lations hips with
parents and peers . While student -teacher and student -parent agreement supports
the validity of the Self- Descrip t ion Quest ionnaire with respect 10 school suhjects,
the lack of agreement raises questions ahout its validity 10 measure the othe r
dimensions.
The fJIst question raised, as part of the analysis, was how the ra tings on
the environmenta l process var iables related to spec lfle-subject achievement in
mathema tics and language art s. The answer \0 this questio n was found by
perfo rming a s te pwise multip le regression analysi s using mathematics and
language arts as the dependent variables and the six environmental process
variables and the I.E.E. as the predicto r variables . "Academic insight by parents "
added most to ach ieve men t in mathema tics with a co rrelation of 0.8251. The
variable "achievement pr ess" was ente red on the second step and made a
significant contrib ution a t the 0.05 level. The multiple R was 0.8904. When
language arts was used as the depende nt variab le, a correlation of 0.9168 was
calculated using "achievemen t press" as the predicto r variab le. No othe r
variables made a s ignifica nt contr ibution at the 0.05 leve l.
The second quest ion, which was very simila r to the first, asked how the
ratings on the environmental process variab les rela ted to students' academ ic and
nonacade mic se lf-concep t. This question was answered by performing a step wise
multiple regression using the six environmental process variables as the pr edicto r
'1M
v'lr iahles. "Achievement p rc!>s· adde d ~ i~nj fi (' ;Hll ly III Sllllil' n ls' ;(I';llk m ic sclf·
(1H1eCp' .....ith a co rrelation of O.Il9lJ7. The mullip lc l'orrt'l;uinn HI' .: III OH-l22
when 'ncad cm ic im ight hy paren ts· won atlul'lI in the sen'nll sh:p NlI othe r
variable was enu-re d at the o.ns level . WIIl' n sludcnls' nlln ;I'"Ol J em k Sc\ f' ('lll ll' Cpl
was the dependent vurtahle, ther e were nll l any variahk s th;lt rould he entered
al lheO.051t..'vd .
QllcMions thr ee and fou r examin ed the rcla lillllships nf hirth nrdc r an d
numhcr of ~ihl ings living ru hnmc with lr ulcx of Edll,',Ililln;11 Envi rtlnmClI l ,
acndcmic achieveme nt. academic scl f.n'nc cpt. .1111 ntln;!<';ulcmk !>l·]f,cl>llr cpl.
Us ing conubtfnn coefficie nt an;llysl'S, 111 ,stalisl i,-all)' , iJ;.lli fic;lllt I d;l l ;nl1 ~ hil l ~
were found.
O ne final a n ;, ly~i~, sepa rat e fro m the hyp(llhe '>C~ ;11111 'l ue~ lilln ~ was
perf ormed. Cor relations were comput ed lx, t .....' en eac h uf achie vement in
rnathematjcs, achievement in 1<lngu;lge al l ~. and lUI,11 achievement , wllh II
independent variah les . A~ a re sult o f Ihis ;In:llysis, there ....'ere seven indl'llCl1llt'nt
var iables thilt had sta l islica lly signifi';," 1 t:nrrclalinm {p < (UlI) with
mathematics achieveme nt Simil:trly, there wer e six plI.·diC\(lfS ror 1,"' ~U:l gc MIS
achieve ment, and eigh t for total achievement Th e se llredklnr s were ll ~ed in II
multipleregression ., naly~ is.
Dut of the seven prcdicllln for m;' lh t' rn:l l i l~\ al'hit...-em..nl, All !kh..o t
Suhject.s Sd f-Cnnt;ep t w ntr ihu tcil 11252 PCf cen t o f the \ ';Ui,IIIl"I ' in malh cl1l:.t io
achievement, Millllcm atiC': Self·C Orleepl rabcd the varianre In '115 flc r r cnl, and
1n;lcx of Socialda~~ raised it 10 IH.55 re r re nt.
For L.n~age ar t~ ;1I:hic\cmcnl. l .ant:u:ll;e A l l\ Sc:lI'( ·llHel'l,l. Ad, it"\'ClIll:UI
Ptc..., and AD Sehoul Suhjccl ~ Sel' .CI,Ot·cpl uII t"tllllrihul cd , iplil ir:lnll y Iu dn~
multiple regu :uinn equation. ..nd .....er e a\\nc;ialn l ....ilh 'II ~ l Il{'r I'en l uf ihe
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variance in language arts achievemen t.
for total achievement, All School Subjects Sell-Concep t, Language A r ts Self-
Concept, Mathematics Self-Concept, Achievement Press, and Combined Parents'
Education were associated with 97.13 per cen t of the variance in total
achievement.
For achievement in mathe matics , achievement in language arts, and tota l
achievement, at least two academ ic self-concept dimensions added sigllificantly to
each The three academic self-concept dimensions were removed and another
regressionanalysls was performed.
Each of Index of Social Class , Academic Insight of Pat ents, and Achievement
Press made a significant contribution to mathe matics achievement, expla ining
87.08 per centof the variance.
A multiple .R of 0.9311 was found using language a rts achi evement as the
depende nt variab le, with Achievement Press and Index of Social Class adding
significantly, explaini ng8 6.70per ce n t of the varia nce.
The independent va r iables Achievement Press, Index of Social Class, and
Academic Insight of Pa rents produced a multip le R of 0.9668 with total
achievemen t, explaining 93.47 per cent of the variance.
Conclusions
Based on the findi ngs of this study, several major concl usions can U$
drawn.
First, this study supp orts previou s studies conceming the relationship
between the ed ucational environment of the home and academic achievemen t.
Dave (J963) suggeste d that a pproximately 64 per cen t of the variance in
academic achievement co uld be ex plained by the educat ional environment in the
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home. In the present study the e ducational environment o f the home expla ined
573 per cent of the variance for all 44 pupils and 50.1 per cent when using the
38 students withboth parents.
Secondly, contrary 10 the resea rch by Dave, the correlations with acade mic
achievement were at least as high for sociological status characteristics as for
educational environment in the hom e. Combined parents' education , combined
parents' occupetlon, and a revised version of Warner' s Index of Social Class each
explained as much of the variance in mathematics and language arts achievement
as did the revised term of Dave 's Index of Educational Environment. This
startling fmding suggests that thes e sociological status characteristics may be
just as important to stude nts' academi c achievement as the educational
e nvironme nt of the home. Moreover , two of them, namely parents' education and
parents' occupation are much easier to measure than educational environment of
the home, which is measured by detailed data gathered from lengthy home
interviews with parents. This unusual finding suggests the need for more
research into the maner , including replication.
Thirdly, it can be concluded th at when the Index of Educational Environment
and either of the social status characteri stics are combined, the prediction of
academicach ievementisirnproved.
Fourthly, stro ng re lationship s exist between student self-concept and
achievement in each of mathematics and language art s. However, while acad emic
self-concept is highly related to educational achievement , nonacademic self-
concept is notat all related.
Fifthly, the correlatio ns between act ual self-concepts of students and tt,~
student sell-concepts inferred by parents and teachers indicate that grade five
teachers and parents know quite well how students feel about themselves in
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respect 10 school subjects. but they do nor know how stude nts feel about
themselves with respect to physical appearance or physical abilities, nor,
especiaDy, how they feel about themselves with respect to their relationships
with parents or peers. Why? One answer may be that students, teachers, and
parents all know, from marks awarded, the academic achievement of students,
and thai they form self-concepts and inferences about self-concepts from these
marks. Thus, sell-concept is derived from objective reality. With no shared
objective reality underlying the realm of nonacademic self-concept the
correlations are missing. These findings suggest that self-concept is the result
rather than a cause of achievement. They suggest thai self-concept can be
raised byraisingachievement, not vice versa.
SOOhly, Achievement Press, Index of Social Class, and {for mathemat ics
achievement and total achievement) Academic Insight of Parents together explain
&7, 87 and 93 per cent of the variances in mathematics, language arts and total
achievement respectively, percentages only slightly smaller than when academic
self-concept variables are included.
Seventhly, it had been suggested that strong correlations among parents,
reachers and students regarding the self-concept of students would strengthen
the validity claims of the Self-Description Questionnaire. For acade mic self-
concept and its dimensions the claim is supported, but not for nonacademic self-
concept andits dimensions.
Finally, neither birth order nor number of siblings is related to Index of
Educational Environment, 10 the two major dimensions of self-concept (academic
and nonacademic), nor to achievement.
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Recomm endations for Furth er Research
1. This study should he replicated to see whet her the s trong co rrelations of
social status characteris t ics. parti cularly parents' educat ion, with
teacher-made tests can be co nfirmed for the other measures of academic
suceess, including possibly, the Can adi an Te st of Bas ic Skills, using the
population of thisstudy. and possibly other populations.
2. Studies should be conducte d 10 de termine the directio n of the causal
relationship underlying the high corre lations betwee n academic self-
concept and academic achievement. While this study su ggests that
academic achieveme nt determines academic self-concept, o the r studies
have shown the opposite.
3. Further study and research is needed 10 develop a ' beuer" instrument
for the home enviro nment. or to rep lace it with some othe r measur e
(i.e., parents' occupa tion and/or pare nts' ed ucation) that may be eas ier
to administer and just as reli able. The revised interview schedule was
too long and time consu ming to adminis te r efficiently.
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~om<1n eQI~ofic ~(ftaor fJ30a \d fen St gagn~
BEl VEDERE
BDNA,V(NTUIIE A V ENUE
S1 . JOHN'S, NEWFOU ND LA ND
Ale u.
1118 1 Db oe
Hr . J ohnl1 ur r ln
P. O. BOll 12 48
sen Island , Hf
AOA 4HO
a t: Re s ea rch f o r t he s is : " St lf -Con ce pt and t he Home Env ir ofllllen t
as i t P.eht u t o Au demi c "c h l evtmtnt of H fth Gnde St udt n ts
i n St . J Oh"' f. New fo undland"
Furt he r to o u r me, t lngl i n J une r eg ar ding the r, v h ion of S Dmf of t he
{nu r um, nt s , per llliss i on is gran ted t o con duct. St udy.
1 understan d thlt y o u hav e .trud y .""' Inisurrd chi revi sed St udtnt Questl on -
ndrt and tholt YOu wi ll conta ct pa rtnts OVIr t h. S_ r to u r.ng' In t er-
views .
But " l sh, s f or l ue e . n In your u u u c.h .
Yours truly ,
C. n l d i n' Roe
Anoc ia u Sup e rin te nd ent
Cur r i cullllllfln struerton
Cll/g fp
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LE'ITER SENT TO PARE NTS
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Ju ne12, 1981
Dear Parent(s):
I am a high sch o ol teacher who returned to Memorial Un iversity last July to
complete a Master's degree in Educa tion. As a re q uireme nt for thi s degree, I
willbe completinga the sis,for whichI need your cooperation .
I am of the belief that the lype and quali ty of education a child receives in
the lower grades will largely determine the extent t o which he/ she will ach ieve
in the higher Grade s. Therefore, I am atternptlng t o study two are as tha t will
influence a child's ab ility 10 achieve in the lower grades. One such area has (0
do with your child's Self-Co ncept, that is, how your child sees or perceives
himself or herself. The sec o nd area I have research ed as being crucial is Ihat
of the Home Environm ent. More specifica lly, I will attem pt \0 de termine the
child's educational environ ment at home.
I have received p er mission from the St. Jo hn's Roman Catholic Sch ool Board
to study these areas wkh grade five students . I will be wor kin3 with Dr. Hubert
Kitchen, Dr. Phil Warren, Dr. Uewell yn Pa rsons (professors at the universit y),
Mrs. Gerald ine Roe (Assista n t Superint enden t), the Principal, and the grade five
teachers. AU of the se peop le arc will ing to support me in my effort s and have
agreed to lend me a help ing hand . Th ey all believe that my efforts are
worthwhile and that th e find ings will have practical im plicat io ns to both teachers
and parents in improvin g the qualityof ed ucation your child receives .
l am hoping tha t you will help by working with me as weU. I have been
assured by the princi pal and lhe teach ers th at the parents would be willing to
cooperate because of the high interest they have in the educat io n of their
childre n.
F irst, I need your permission 10 have your child take part in this s tu dy.
Each child will be a sked to complete what is called a 'Self-Descript ion Q uesti -
onnaire". This will be used to meas ure your child's self-con cept a nd will be
administered sometime during the last week of school in June. It will take about
50 minutes for your child to comp lete this questio nnaire.
J also need your coope ra tion. I would like to interview you about your
child's educat ional en vi ronmen t at home. This inte rview will be conducted in
your home or any other convenien t location. I plan to carry out these
interviews duri ng the months of July and Augus t of th is year. I will inform you
of the exact time at a later d ille. J would a lso like for pare nts 10 complet e the
same Self-Descriptio n Questionnaire th at you r child ha s comp le ted. In all, I will
need aboul an hour or so ofyour time.
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I would appreci ate it very much if you would indicat e your willingness for
you and your grade five child (children) 10 par tici pate in this study. Please
complete the last pase o f this le tter and have yo ur child return it 10 his/ her
homeroom teacher by Monday,June 14,1987.
The responses to ali the questionnaires used in this study will be held in the
stridest of ccnf ldence, and under no circumstances will the names or identity of
the respondents be reveal ed . If you have any further ques tions, o r would like to
see the Self-Descr ipt ion Q uestionnai re, please co nta ct me by phoning 488·2935
(coUCX:I ).
Thank you for your time and cooperation in Ihis very im portant mutte r.
Yours t ruly,
Jrlhn Murrin
Il3
lNSTRUcnONS TO PARENTS
Please complete the following, detach this page, and have your child return it
to his/ her homeroom teacher on Monday, June 15, 1987. Please complete both
parts A and B.
P>rtA
Please place a tick (J ) in the blank provided for ei ther (il or (ii) below.
(i) Yes, I give permission for my child (chilJr e .) to be involved in tht,
study, and we (parents) too are willing to participate. _
(li ) Neither my child (children) nor I want 10be involved in this study._
Please give reason. _
P>rtB
Please complete the following
Parent's Name: _
2. Telephone Number _
3. Address:
4. Please give the name of each child you have in grade five and the
name of his/her homeroom teacher.
Child's Name HomeroomTeacher
APPENDIXC
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR HOME ENVIRONMENT
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INlERVIEW SCHEDULE
Requesl: It is cssenrla! 10 have a very accurate response to each of the
questions. However, if a question is believed 10 be an invasion of
your privacy, feel free not to answer it. We would rather have no
response tc some questions than inaccurate responses. Also, please
answer the question on behalf of your spouse.
Guarantee: Anonymityof paren ts.
(a) How doesh e/ she generallydo in school?
(b) What grades does he/ she usually receive?
(c) What are his/h er best subjects?
(d) What are his/he r weakest subjects'!
2. (a) What subjects has he/s he improved in most during the
past year?
(b) The least1
(.) What grades do you expecthim/h er to receive?
(b) How do you feel about your child's progress inschool?
(0) Whatgrades sat isfyyou7
4. Howdo (did) your other children generallydo in school?
5. (.) What organizationsor clubsdo you belong to (CWL,Lions,
Kiwanis, PTA,etc.)?
(b) Does your childknowwhat you do in these organizations?
6. Please list the kinds of toys. games, books,etc.you
have bought[or yourchild in the past twoyears (include
birthdaysand holidays).
(,) Does your child have a library card?
(b) What is thename (and location) ofthe libra ry?
(0) Do you ever accompany him/h er to the llbrary?
(d) What kindsof books do you encourage him/her 10read?
(e) Where elsedoes he/she obtain reading material?
(,) Doyou have a dictionary inyour home?
(b) What other learningresources doesyour child have at
his/her disposal?
(, ) Howoften do you and your spousediscussyour child's
progressinschool?
(b) Whatgenerally results fromsuch discussion?
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10. (0) Have you or your spouse had any experience in teaching?
II. (0) Didyouread books to your child when he/she wasyounger?
(b) About howmany hours per week?
(,) Howregularly did you read to him/ her?
(d) Does he/ she read to you?
(0) Howoften1
12. (0) Howwouldyou describe your child's languageusage?
(b) Didyou helphim/he r to increase his/her vocabulary?
(,) If so,how?
(d) Howhaveyou helped him/ her to acquire appropriate use of
wordsand sentences?
(0) Are you stillhelpinghim/ her in these respects?
13. (0) Howmuch would you estimate you correct him/h er in
his/her speech?
(b) Howparticulararc you about your child's speech?
(,) AIe there particul ar spe ech habi ts of him / he r that you
ar e working on to imp rove'!
14. Howmuch schooling do youwish yourchild 10 receive?
15. Hewmuchschr.cllngdo you expectyourchild10 receive?
16. What is the minimumlevel of education thar you think
your childmust receive?
17. Doyou haveany idea about the kindof work youwould
liketo see your child do when he/s hegrowsup?
18. Howdoesyour spouse feel about the kindof work he/ she
is doing?
19. Howdoyou feel, in general, about the accomplishments
ofyourfamily?
20. (0) Howimportant has education been in achieving these
goals?
(b) Howmuchimportance is education going to have in the
lifeof your child?
(,) Would his/her future status beradically affected if
he/she doesnot aualn the level cj educatjon youwish
him/he r to atlain?
21. (0) Whatis the educational levelof some of your close
friends and relatives?
22. (0) Doanyof their children go 10collegeor have they?
(b) Are there anywhodid not attend college?
(c) Are there anywho did not complete highschool?
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23. (. ) Haveyou met with your child's present teacher'!
~~i Usa,when? __ why?Doesthe teacher usuallyinitiate parent-teacher
conferen<:t!1
(d) H)"Ou ask for a meeting. ror whal purpose?
(e) WhatOlhaways are you in contact with the school?
". (. ) Do)'Ou knowyour child's best friends in the neighbour-bood.ndschool.1
(b) Deyou approve of lhem'l
(0) Howwould)'Ou rare these kids in their studies?
(d) Doyou helpyour child in choosinghis/h er friends?
(e) Uso,how?
25. (.) Do yoohaveyour child read biographies of great people?
(b) Hashe/sheread any biographies in the past twomonths?
(0) ICso,wbose?
26. (. ) Did)'Ouhug.kin or speak approvinglyto your childin
the past fewdays?
~i lf so,forwhatreason?Whatare some of the activities and accomplishmentsofyour child that you praise and approveon
(d) Howdo youdo this?
(e) Whatthingsdo you find you have to scold him/h er for?
V . (.) Haveyouthought about the kindof highschool program
)'011Wint yourchild to enroll in?
(b) lf lO,whichone?
28. (.) Howoften doesthe schoolgiveout report cards Of pro-
grcssrc:pocts7
(b) Who usuallysignsit?
(0) Doboth parents see it?
(d) In what waysdo you use the report card?
29. (.) Do)'Ou disal.sshis/h er school gradeswith him/her?
(b) Whatparticularthingsdo youdiscusswith him/h er?
30. (.) Doyouhavecollege plans for him/her?
(b) If so. what haveyou done,or whatare you doing,10
fmaneiaDyprepare for Ihis?
(0) In "'hal otherwaysdo youprepare him for the attain-
mentofeducational goals? (e.g., acquaint him with
college,tellinghim aboutwhat people learn in college
etc.)
31. (.) Abouthawcnen do you ask your childhowwellhe/she
isdoin, in school?
(b) \\/hal particular thingsdo you u k himfh er?
\ IS
32. (, ) Doyou knowwhat textbookshe/she uses in different
subjects?
(b) Doyou knowwhat things he/s he will be studying during
theyea r in each subjecl?
Co) If so,howdoyou find this out?
33. (a) Isthere anyregular amount of time you have yourchild
sludyeachday?
Cb) Howregularly is it followed?
34. (.) Haveyou hadto sacrificeanyof your major needs or
desires for the present and/or future education of your
child?
(b) If so,what didyou giveup?
(0) What ate the immed iate co nsequences?
35. (. ) Whatare your favoriteTV programs
Cb) Didyou recommend Ihal yourchild watchany particular
programs in the past week'!
(0) If so,whichones?
(d) Didyou discuss anyprogramswil ~, him/her after watching
them?
36. [a] Doeshe/ she help in your routine housework?
(b) If so. what responsibilitiesdoeshe/ she have?
(0) HowpunctuaUydoes he/s he carry them out?
37. (. ) Isthe housework distributed among the members of the
family?
(b) If so,who didthe planning for such arrangements?
(c) Howregularlyare these assignments followed?
(d) What factors come in (he wayof carryingout such plans?
38. (. ) About howmany hoursa week does he/ she usuallywatch TV? ___
(b) "'Vlm are hisfher favorite programs?
(0) Doyou approveof them?
(d) Doyou watch them withhim/her ?
(e) U IM'It, what do you do about them?
(Q Doyouset a limit on viewing?
(g) Areyou aware of the Iypes of TY programs, VCRvideos,
et~yourchildwatches?
39. C·) "ow wouldyou rate Yllur child's hahit orcomplet ing his/ her
workon time, not leavinga problem umlone, correcting
his/hermislake.~, et c.?
Cb) Howdid he/she acquire the se habits?
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ITEM INTIIIS SAME AS11IE FOLLOWING SOMEWHATSlMILAR
INSlRUMElfi' NUMBER IN DAVE'S (1963) TOnmFOUQWING
INSTRUMENT NUMBER(S) IN DAVE'S
INSTRUMENT
1
2
3
•5 6
6 13
7 14
• 18 and 19
• 2310 24
11 31
J2 J4
13 J5
14 37
15 38
16 3.
17 40
18 41I. 42
20 43
21
"22 45
23 46
24 .7
25 ..
26 ••27 50
28 51
2. 52
30 53
31 54
32 55
33 57
34 62
35 33
36 58
37 5.
311 32 and 33
3. 60
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PARENTS'lmEREST IN ACAD EMIC ACHIEV EMENT
Criteria :
a) Extent of participation in the educational act ivities (e.g. read ing.
PTA).
b) Keenness for the educa tional progress of the child.
Q uestions:
5, 9,10,23.
RalingScaJ e:
9. Both parents very active in educational organlzaticna and activities.
Veryparticularabout the educational progress of the child.
Bot! or anyone of the parents active in educations! organizations and
actb.ues, Parti cular abo ut the educati onal progress of the ch ild.
5. Only one of the parents occasionally act ive in educational
organizations and activities. Fair ly particular about the educational
progress of the child.
4.
Only one of the pa ren ts occasionally active in educatio nal
organizations and act ivities. Not qui te. part icular abo ut the ed ucat ional
progress of the child.
2
None of the parents active in any educational organizatio n or activity,
Not al aUparticular about the educational progress of the child.
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PREPARATION AND PlANNING FOR 11 IE AITAINMENT OF
EDUCA1l0NALGOALS
Cri teria:
a) Financial preparation.
b) Academic and menta l preparation (e.g. emphasizing good grades as
preparation (or higher learning.selecting brightchildren as friends).
Qu cstions ;
23,24, 25,27, 2'),30,3 4.
Rating Scale:
Sou nd financial preparation . Also academ ic an d menial prep aration for
higher lea rning.
8.
7. A good financial preparation, or achievement of best grades in the
hope of getting good ,scholarships for higher learning. Also fairly
good acad emi c and m ent al pre para t ion (or higher le arning.
6.
5. Modera te financial preparation, or a desire to do it but not yet done.
Some efforts toward academic and menIal preparati on (or higher
learning.
4.
3. Only incidental preparation. No definite plans made yet. Moderately
high educational goals. However. the parents are aware or the need
for doing financial and other preparation to reach the goals.
2.
No financial or other preparation. Absence or llny higher educational
goals.
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SOCIAL PRESS FOR ACADE MIC ACHIEVEMENT
Criteria:
a) Education of the close relatives, parents, friends, and neighbors.
b) Education of their children.
Questions:
21,22 .
Rat ing Scale:
9. All or most having four years of college and beyond. Their children
ofcollegeage are incollege.
8.
7. Most having some college education. Many have finished all the four
yean. Most of their children of collegeage are in college.
6.
s. Some having high school completed or above, and some having high
school not completed. Some of their children of college age aTC in
college.
4.
3. Many bavmg high school not completed. Most of their children of
college age are not in college. Some have dropped out before
oompletinghigh school.
2.
~~rd~reaOKa!ha~ngcon~ . sch~~sto~r'~~~~ h~:ird~~~::dn o~~ ~~~~:
completinghighschool.
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PARENfA LASPIRATIONS FOR TIlE EDUCAllONOFTI-lBCH ILD
Criteria :
a) Nature of the educational and vocational goals.
b) Level of expectation of the edu cational accomplishments.
Question s:
3, 4, 14,15 , 16,17,20 .
RatingScale:
9. Beyond four years of college. Occupational expectation requiring very
high education. Expectat ion of best grad es in school.
8.
Fou r years of college. Occupational expectation requiring high
education. Expectationof A's with some B's.
At least through high school. Some college education desired.
Moderately high occupational aspiratio n. Expectation or D's with some
A's and C's.
4.
3. Only up to high schoo l. Very mode rate and uncert ain occ upational
expect ation. Expect grades C's with some B's.
2.
Absence of any long term educational and vocational goals. Only
narrow and immedia te goals. No expectation about grudes, or
expectation belowC's .
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KEENNESS OF TI l E PAREI\~ FOR CO RRECT AN D
EFFECIlVE lANGUAGE USAGE
Criteria:
a) Regularity in reading to the child during pre-school period.
b) Variety of efforts for increasing vocabulary, and correcting language
usage, if needed.
Questions:
7,8, 11, 12, 13.
RatingScale:
Read 10 the child very regularly, almost everyday, from early
childhood until he bega n reading himself. Some special reading to him
still continues. The child is encouraged to read some special material
to the parents and others. A great variety of efforts in increasing
vocabulary and improvinglanguage usage.
8.
Read 10 the child quite regularly, almost everyday, for about three
years or more before he began to read himself. Some occasional
reading 10 him still continues . A good variety of efforts in improving
hisvocabulary and language usage.
6.
5. Read to the child fairly regularly for two or three times a week for
about two years or so. Some effort to improve vocabulary and
language usagestillcontinues.
4.
3. Read 10 the child during the pre-school period occasionaUy and
without any regularity . Incidental efforts to improve vocabulary and
language usage.
2.
Not read to the child with any regula rity at any time. Hardly any
effortsto improvevocabularyand languageusage.
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PARENTS' OWNASPIRATI ONS
Criteria :
a) Present accomplishments.
b) Means of the accompUshments.
c) Future aspirations.
Quc:;tions:
17, 18, 19, 20.
Rating Scale:
9. Very high accomplishments already atta ined. Education used as if the
most important means of the accomplishments, or a very keen feeling
for not havingenougheducation. Stillvery highaspirations.
8.
High accomplishments already allained. Educat ion used as one of the
chief means of the accomplishments, Of a keen feeling for not havih!i
enough education. Still high aspirations.
6.
S. Fairly high accomplishments already achieved. Education used as one
of the chief means of the accomplishments, or a keen feeling for not
having enough education. Still more, bUI mod erate aspirat ions.
4.
3. Moderate accomplishments. Education played only an incidental role
in the accomplishments. Very moderate aspirations.
2.
Little accomplishmenls. Education is not considered as a means of any
possible accomplishments. Practically no future aspirations.
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STANDARDSOF REWARD FOR nouCAllONAL AITAINMENT
Criteria :
a} Valuing academicaccomplishments.
b) Selectionof gifts having ed ucational value.
Questionr.
3,6,26,29.
Rating Scale:
9. Academic accomplishmen ts very highly and invariably praised. They
are praised more than any other accomplishments. Very high
expectations of educational achievement. Selection of gifts invariably
havingedccatlonalvalue.
8.
7. Academic accomplishments are one of the most highly praised
accomplishments. High expecta tion of education al achievemen t. Gifts
veryoften having educational value .
6.
s. Academic accomplishme nts are praised. Some OIlier accomplishments
are praised mote. Moderately high expectations for educational
achievement. Somegifts havingeducetlonalvalue.
4.
3. Academic accomplishme nts a re occasionally praised. Some other
accomplishments are praised highly. Moderate expectations of
educational achievement. Gifts having educational value chosen only
occasionally.
2.
1. Academic accomplishments a re not praised at all. Some other
accomplishments are very highly praised. Very low expectations of
educational achievement. Gifts hardlyhavingany educational value.
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KNOWLEDGE OFlllE E D UCATIONAL liltOG RESS Of' rna Clll LD
Criter ia:
a) Extent ctk nowledgeof the child's educational progress.
b) Extent of knowledge of the textbooks used by the child and his
oourses ofs tucly.
Questions:
1, 2, 28, 31, 32.
Rating Scale:
9. Detailed and up-to-date knowledge about the daily progress of the
child in the school. Knowledge about the specific top ics being studied
or recently completed by the child in different subjects. Good
acqua intance with all the textbooks used by the child .
8.
7. Detailed knowledge about the daily progress of the child in the school.
Knowledge about the general topics covered or being covered.
Acquaintance withsome of the textbooks.
6.
S. General idea about the child's school progress in term s of subjectwise
grades. Knowledge of the general toplca covered in some of the
subjects. Acquaintance with one or two textbooks.
4.
3. Some gross idea about the child's school pro gress in ter ms of general
grades. Knowledge of tbe subjects stud ied bu t not the topics. No
acqua intance witbtcx tbooks.
2.
No knowledge of the child's school pr ogress . No kn owledge of the
textbooks or topicsof study.
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QUALITY Of TIlE lANGUAGE USAGE OF TIIE f AREm'S
Criteria:
a) Fluencyof expless ion.
b) Pronunciation .
c) Vocabulary.
d) Organization of thoughts.
Evidences:
From the conversation wi th the mother during the inte rview.
Ra ting Scale :
(i) To rate ea ch of Ihe four cr iteria individually on the following scal e,
a nd
(ii) to lake their averag e as the overall rat ing for this characteristic.
ExceUent.
8. Very good.
Good.
A littleaboveaverage.
Average.
4. A little below average.
3. Quite below averag e.
2. Poor.
Verypoor.
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USEOF TV AND OTHER SUCH MEDIA
Criteria:
a) Purpose of tbe use.
b) Extent of the use.
Questions:
35,38.
Rat ing5ealc:
Regular use for specilicaUy educational purposes. Recreational value
subsidiary. Frequent follow-updiscussions.
Regular use for general educational and recre ational purpo ses.
Sometimesfollow-updiscussions.
Fairly regular use . Recreat ional purpose often more pred ominant than
educational purpose. Occasional follow-updiscussions.
Not much use of TV and other media. Mostly recrea tion al purp ose
whenused. Hardly any follow-updiscussions.
No use of a ny of the se medi a .
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DEGREE OFSTR UcruRE AND ROU1lNE IN m s H OME MANAGEMENT
Crilcria:
a) Planningand distribution ofwar k.
b) Pun ctuality in following it.
Question s:
33,36,37,39
Rating Scale:
9. Well planned home management. Distribution of work am ong the
familymembers. Punctuality and discipline in following the plans.
B.
7. M:ajor duties distributed among the family members. Planning followed
quire consistently.
6.
5. Moderate planning. It is followed with onlymoderate regularity.
4.
3. Some efforts made for the planning and distribution of work which
was not followed systematically.
2.
No planning of householdwork.
APPENDIXE
SELF·DESCRIPTION QUESllONNA IRE
I3J
Name : _
1Ioy. Girl:
Teacher: _
Th is is a chance to look at yourself. It is not a lest. There are no r ight
answe rs and everyone will have different ans wers. Be sure that your answers
show how you feel a bou t yourself. P lease d o nol talk about your answers with
anyone else. We willke ep your a nswers private and not show them to anyone .
When you are re ady to begin, p lease re ad each sentence and decide your
answer (You may rea d quie tly 10 yo urself as I rea d aloud). There are five
possible answers to eac h ques tien-zf'rue'; "Fa lse", and three a nswers in between.
~::'~e a;~urfi~~~~n~~ an:~t~~ce~~~ ~~~I~ncti~k O(:t)fO~n ~h~h bl~~kt~~u a~h:~s~
Please dono! sayyour answerout loud or t alkabout itwith a nyoneelse .
Before you start, there a re three example s below. Somebody named Bob has
already answered one of these sente n ces 10 show yo u how to do it . In the
second and third sente nce, you must chose yo u r own answer and put ip. your own
'<k\J).
1]4
I. I l.iJce 10read comicbooks
(Bob put a tick in the blank unde r the answer "TRUE-. This means he
really likes to read comic books. U Bob did not like to read comic
booksvery much,he would have answered"False", (If "Mostly False",)
2. In general, I amneat and tidy
3. I Like 10wat ch T.V,
For sentences 2 and 3, you must choose the answe~ that is best fo r you.
Fint )'Ou m ll5t decide if the sentence is "TRUE" or "FALSE", or somewhe re in
bsweea.
If you want 10 change an answer you have marked, you may erase the
lick. and put I new lick in another blank on the same line. For all the
==- t;=r~~~J l:~ ~ a~o:r ~~~ ts ~i:n~ the~te::II~U~~
ouIlDJof the 1CIItenca.
If )'OIl have any questions please put up your hand. Tum OYU the page
and I:qin. Onceyou haW!started, Pkue donot talk.
1. lam toodlookins( l )
1 I am cood in AllSchool Subjects (2)
3. I can runrast (3)
4. I get good marksinLanguage Arts(4)
S. My parents understand me(5)
6. I ha te Malbemalies(6)
7. I ha ve lolso(r riends (7)
8. I like lhewayI look (8)
9. I enjoydoing wort in AllSChool Subject s (9)
10. I like 10run andplay hard(10)
1L IlilceLanpapMs ( II )
11 I enj O)' doingwort in Malhematio (13)
11 I makefriends euily (loC}
U. I havc .pleasa.nt lookinlfaee <IS)
IS. I get pxl marb inAll School Subjects ( 16)
16. I look f<¥WU1ltola nguageArts (l8)
17, I lik c Dl)' patenlS(19)
18. I look fmrard 10 Math ematics n O)
19. I havemore friendstha nmost of theother
kids (11)
20. I am anallradm person(22)
21. Iam nolvery JOOd in AllSChoo l s ubjects (23)
us
[
'"3' ~~
~ -t ~~
1)6
l:
~
5
~ .. iif
22- Jenjoy sportsa ndp mes (24)
D . I am interested inLanguage Arts (2.5)
24. My par entslike me(26)
25. I get good marks inMathematics (21)
- - -
26. Ig et a lollgwitholhcr k.idsca sily (28)
21. Il earn things quic'rJy in AllSchool
Subjecls(lO)
28. Mybody isstrong_nd powerful (31)
29. 1am nolvel)' goodinLanguageArts (32)
30. Iwant 10raise mydWdren like my
parenu did(33)
31. l am interested inMathematics(3-4)
3~ l am eAS'Jlo like( lS}
3~ Other kidsthink 11l'llgood looking(36)
".
Work in AD SchoolSubjcds iseasy forme (31)
- - - -
35. l em goodat sports (la )
- - -
36- 1enjoy doing work inLanguage Arts (39)
- - -
37. Myparentsand Ispcnd a lot of time
logel her (40)
38. l leam thingsqu icklyin Mathematics(41)
".
OCher kidswant me10 be thd r friend(42)
". Jhave a good lookinJbody(4] )
.1. I hete AllSchool SIl"iects (404)
421 Im good ll aiminalI1argets (45)
43. Work in lAnguage Arts is eu ; for me(046)
44. Mypareeu sre easylo talk to (47)
045. I like Malhemal ics«(8)
46. I am better lookingthan most of my friends ( SO)
47. I am interested in AU SChoolSubjeeu (51)
48. l am a goodIthlete (S2)
049, I amgood IILanguageArb (53)
SO. I get aJotiawell.. jtbmyparents (54)
SI. Jamgoodat Mathematics (S5)
52 11mpopular witb kids my ownage (56)
53. Ihave nicefeatures like nose, eyes.and
bo;,(S1)
S4. I look 10000000d10ADSchool Subjects (58)
55. I amgoodal thr'owinc I ball (59)
56. I hate LanguageArts (60)
57. Myparents l nd I ha'VCl lot offun together (6 1)
58. Work in Mathematicsiseasyfor me (62)
59. Mostother kidslike me(63)
60. I likc All SclJootSubjcdS(64)
61. I learn thingsquiclcly inLanguage Arts (65)
62 IamnOC verygoodin Mathematics (66)
Il1
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APPENDIXF
INFORMATION BLANK
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INFO RMAnON BlANK
1. Name: _
2. (a) Child's name; _
(b) Birth Or der: _
3. Adulls livingathome:
b~~:~r -~ Yes
c)Othe r _
No
No
Name
.j
b)
0)
d)
e}
Children livingat home:
Gra de in
SClI Age SChool
R emarks
(at home,
adoptcd, etc.)
Rating
Weigh ted
Weight Rating Rating
.J..
.J..
.J..
.J..
----<-
a) Father' s Clccupation_ _
:5~~~:~sf=~:tion-
d) HouseType _
e) 1A'eUing Area _
Combined Ratingof Parents' Occupation:
5. IndexofSoci alClass:
a) Father's Oa:upat ion _
b) Mothers Occupation _
Combined Rali'lg o f Parents' Education:
Ra ting
a) Father's educatio n _
b) Molher 's cducation _
APPENDIXG
RATINGSCALEFOR PARENTS'EDUCATION
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SEVEN·POlNf RATING SCALE FOR PA RENTS' EDUCATIO N
1. Q·8yearsofschooling
2. high school
3. some post-seconda ry ed ucation
4. trades certificate (i.e. wel<.Fng, etc.] at college (1 year)
5. non-trades certificate (i.e. food technology) at college (3 years)
6. universitydegree
7. professiona lor graduate school
Nole: Th is revised seven-point rating scale was based in pa rt on a somewhat
obsolete seven-point scale used by Warner (1960) and a five-point scale
used by the Royal Commission on Employment and Unemployment (1986, p.
65).
APPENDIXH
RATING SCALE FOR STATUS CHARACrERlsnCS
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143
SEVEN-PO INT RATI NG SCAL E FOR THE
FOUR STATUS C HARACIERISTICS
a)~
I. unskiled workers.
2. semi-skilledworkers.
3. proprletors ofsmall buslnesses
4. skilled workcf$,
5. clerksand kindred wor ker s.
6. semi-professionals and smaller o fficlals of large businesses.
7. professionals and pro prie tors of large businesses.
b)~
I. public reliefand non-respectable income.
2. private relief.
3. wages.
4. salary.
s. profits and fees.
6. eamed wealrh.
7. mherhed wealrh.
c) House Iyn e
1. houses in verybad condition (\'ery poor houses).
2. medium-sized houses in bad cond ition; small houses in bad condition
(poor houses).
3 small houses in good cond ition; sma ll houses in medium condition;
dwellings over stores (fair houses).
4. medium-sized hou ses in medium condition; apa rtments in regular
apartment buildings (average houses).
5. large houses inbad condition (good houses).
6. large houses in medium condition; med ium sized houses in good condition
(very good houses).
7. large houses ingood condition (excellent houses) .
d)~
I. vay low; slum.
2. low; considerably det eriorated, run-down and semi-slum.
3. belowaverage; area not quite holding its own, beginning to deteriorat e.
4. average; residential neighbourhoods, no de terio ration in area.
5. above average; areas all residential, la rger than average space around
houses; apartment areas in good condition, etc.
6. high; the beuer suburbs and apar tment house are as, houses with spacious
yardaetc,
7. very high; executive neighbourhood.
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WEIGIITSASSIGNED TOTU B FOU R STATUS CllARACrERISTICS
I. total cccupntlon (8) which includes a weight of 4 cnch for both
mother's occupation and father's occupation
2. sourceof income (3)
3. house type (3)
4. dwelling area (2)
Source: W.L Warner et at, Socia!Ch~s in AmeriCl! (Ne w York: Har per and
Row, 1960),p. 123.




